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Commercial 

 

The screen glows blue.   

Imagine a world without sound, says a voice: think Barry White, think James 

Earl Jones, think Isaac Hayes. 

A white dot shows in the middle of the screen, then balloons until the whole 

screen whitens.  Next a red dot shows.  It blooms into a car.  Convertible, top 

accordioned, speeding at you through space, headlights popped.  With a sporty dude 

driving: think James Franco, think Jeff Buckley, think Johnny Depp, solo, with 

aviators, and a scarf wrapped around the neck, flapping out like the tail of a comet.  

He’s singing but you can’t hear what.   A fat pencil pops out from the screen’s side to 

scribble in a cityscape, first outline, then color: think NYC, think Seoul, think Paris.  

Still soundless, but people everywhere with dogs, coats, briefcases, cameras, and the 

car, now side profiled, has slowed for traffic. The sporty dude swerves around a taxi 

and lays on the horn--no sound of course--and the cabbie flips him the bird, but this 

guy’s moved ahead, mouthing music, swerving left at an intersection by a park with 

benches and an angel fountain that gushes water from a lyre, past a blonde who stops 

to watch, chewing her thumb.  When he enters the highway, he cranks the radio dial. 

Suddenly the song pumps.  Something loud, dirty: think Stooges, think Zep, 

think Mötorhead.  Then cacophony—goose honk, bubble snap, engines turning, babies 

yelping, dropped piano, dolphin, siren.   

Next, rubbery jazz: think Miles, think Monk, think Mingus.  This sporty dude 

pulls off the four-lane freeway, nears his five-story house, parks in his six-car garage, 
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enters the kitchen, hugs his wife, who says she loves him and reaches around to 

squeeze his butt.   

Neither could we, says the voice. 

Then the logo.  Bose.  “The Future Of Sound.”   

That’s one idea.  The others are better, but I don’t want to lay those out since 

they’re inchoate.  To shape is to limit.  This one, I think, feels polished.  Plus it’s 

tough to tell how much Cherkin will like my commercials, considering it’s 

Screenwriting, and the assignment is, actually, to write a classic sitcom a la “Good 

Times” or “Sanford & Son.”  A period sitcom, he calls it, and claims the goal is to 

immerse oneself in an epoch, using that sensibility to reproduce unique humor.  What 

makes something funny one year, less funny the next?  Great question.  He suggests 

thrift stores.  Old newspapers, magazines, movies, and sitcoms galore.  Cherkin 

stacked some on his desk to help.  Then Cameron, somehow, swiped them all, not 

even signing out.  But commercials.  Why do I write those?   

And it’s due tomorrow. 

Cameron.  I could get those sitcoms from him.  No doubt he’s done.  In fact, he 

probably hoarded them to lower the grading curve.  Clever.   I drop my pen, snatch the 

phone. 

Katie answers.  “Cameron there?” I say. 

“Hi Eddie, sure.” 

Heel clicks.  “Cameron!” she yells.   

Katie’s fifteen but she seems older.  Legs got longer, skirts got shorter.  Plus, 

that haircut sort of makes her look like a movie star--a young one.  Like a 
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Mouseketeer: fresh, small, impossible.  When I go to pick up Cameron for skating, she 

smiles like Phoebe Cates in Ridgemont High unbuckling for Judge.  Or does she?  

“Dear God, man, don’t even consider it”: Katie’s slogan, if she were a commercial. 

Then, irksome tonal disharmony.   

“Pocahantas,” Cameron says loudly. 

 Because my dad’s Mexican—whatever, I’m accustomed. 

“Shithead,” I say.  Then lay it on him. 

“Why worry?  You still have tomorrow.” 

 “Are you finished?” 

“Sure.  Took me ten minutes.  Guess what we need to do?” 

 “Can’t skate tonight,” I tell him.   

“Who said skating?” 

“What then?” 

“Skateboarding,” says Cameron. 

“Wow, good one.  Hey--let me borrow that stuff from class.” 

“Well, come get them; I’m done.” 

“Be there in an hour,” I say. “Make that four.” 

 I keep forgetting it’s Wednesday. 

“You going over to that loony bin to carry down toilet paper?” 

 “Nah.  I’ve got lunch with Dad.”   

I hang up.  

 Cameron loves to jibe about Mom, too.   
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Here’s what he means: it’s September and the Woodinville Bible Fellowship—

Mom’s a member--is preparing for the next century.  Duct tape, flashlights, candles, 

canned soup and lots of polemic for naysayers.  Since Gary North’s on-air speech 

about a threat to the fractional reserve banking system, the congregation’s changed 

offertory funds to gold, just in case.  Treasure abounds.  As everyone knows, Angela 

Richmond, the heiress, became a WBF member after her Betty Ford hiatus, and Ms. 

Richmond likes to give.  Somewhere in Washington State is a safe crammed with 

pricy metal.  Probably under the plot of land they have in Mt. Vernon, an hour and a 

half north of Seattle, where a church faction plans to wait out New Year’s in this 

World War II bunker, stocked with space heaters and a fully-furnished bathroom, plus 

shower.  The 40’s wartime charm you crave, with the 90’s amenities you require.  Ha!  

 Twice, I’ve unloaded vans, for ten bucks an hour.  You drive north on 1-5 and 

just past the Tulalip casino with its waterfall and obelisks--Mom brands it “that den of 

iniquity”--you take Bald Hill exit, then haul up the mount.  After a plunge through 

doug firs, you arrive at a field, football sized, with a central platform.  The bunker.  

Next, you drop a staircase through the earth and Tupperware bins stack neck-high, 

packed with supplies.  “Countdown to Forever: Happy New You” is WBF’s 

catchphrase, which they’ve splashed on brochures, posters, and these billboards, 

everywhere: Pastor Farnsburg—Marlon Brando’s bloated doppelganger--aiming one 

finger toward a cloudscape packed with holy saints.   

You could call the WBF crowd any number of things.  Schemers, dreamers, 

lemmings, or just moon-sick goggle-eyed batshit crazy, but don’t do it while I’m 

around or I’ll knock on your eye.  Mom’s not only a bona fide member, but also 
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church secretary, and she’s none of the above.   Just kind of loopy since Dad left.  My 

little brother Tom liked going to the WBF all through high school, but I’m not sure 

what he’s been thinking since fall term started.    

 Space from your folks can make you think twice on stuff you’d only thought 

on once before. 

Such sweet people, Mom and Tom.  

  Why would Mom keep working there?  Thanks to Ms. Richmond, Farnsburg 

can pay her tons.  But she won’t spend New Year’s underground.   “They can’t fire 

me,” she says. “I know computers.”   

A year ago, Pastor Farnsburg had passed out information packets to his flock.  

Mom showed me Clinton’s October 19 P

th
P signing of the Y2K Liability Bill.  It seemed 

to have more to do with open info than balls-out alarmism.  

 “Slick Willy,” Farnsburg had called our forty-second prez in his last 

Christmas sermon, which I’d suffered partially to humor Mom, partially for the after-

church potluck, a Viking’s spread.  Turkey legs, juice, pies, sauces, potatoes a hundred 

different ways.  Sing it with me: for the beauty of pulled pork!  For the glory of the 

fries!  My jolly belly warbles in delight.  But, before I’m swept away by food again, 

my point is, imagine Farnsburg struggling through those Clinton books and Newsweek 

bits.  Then picture his relief, finding the right one!  

The thought kills me--Farnsburg at a desk, specs on, plowing through stacks of 

liberal effeminate trash.  Mom’s right.  The folks at WBF are downright Amish.  

They’ll barely use a library.  If the card catalogue still existed, no chance they’d use 

machines.  But the old system’s kaput.   
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 A strange wind blows.  I feel fine. 

* 

 Wednesdays—his day off—Dad and I grab tacos at the Alkai Beach El 

Cazador, although sometimes we get sushi.  I’ve just turned onto the West Seattle 

Bridge.  From here, it’s a half hour to Dad’s place.  The bridge is a bummer.  

Factories, power lines, paper mills, that abandoned Bachelor Brewery with 

smokestacks crusted with gull poop and rust, and the burnt-out bus station where cops 

allow homeless to pitch this yellow carnival tent, which sags, sky high, like the 

Hindenberg.  But that bridge soars over it all, a concrete rainbow-promise that yep, 

this will happen again.  By the Zymotec Research Facility is the biggest billboard in 

Seattle--a football field wide—and there’s always something new for sale, usually 

peeling or graffitied up.  Today, McDonald’s.  “Hello?” it says in bubbly print, with a 

clown’s face, profiled neck-up.  He’s holding a phone to his ear with one hand, about 

to wad a hamburger in his mouth with the other.   

 One thing about McDonald’s--they can advertise.  Their slogans don’t make 

sense, but they choose everyday phrases, so when they come, you think: McDonald’s.  

Might as well stamp the moon.  How many people nowadays, when they answer their 

phones, say “Hello?”  Thusly, hamburgers sell. 

 Can you even say “have it your way” anymore without drooling? 

 I’ve always liked to figure out commercials.  Just tease them apart in my head. 

Due to Dad’s job, maybe.  Not to get psychoanalytic, but he does work for Channel 

Four, HR department.  When two people fight, they come to him, and, usually, he 

sends one packing.  Dad loves cold showers and Wall Street Journal and movie stars 
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sans makeup.  Whereas Tom and I always liked bubble baths and Frank Baum and 

Mom in her evening robe.  And Mom, well, in those days she liked God and the WBF.  

Which might be why, eleven years ago, when I was twelve—Tom, ten--Dad left us in 

Mountlake Terrace.  Families, perhaps, make men soft.  Kids are weak, and to relate to 

them is to weaken, and to not relate to them is to weaken differently.  Maybe.  In 

Dad’s mind, why not just step away to force a medium?  Live with the mistake but pad 

it with distance.  Tom and I stayed with him weekends.  Now I have my U-District 

studio, and after I moved out of Mom’s house, the weekends were slashed to a day.  I 

have Wednesday, Tom has Saturday.  That’s something.  

 As I pull off the bridge and slow to 25, the brakes squeal, and I ease up.  No 

way could I save enough, just from my skate-park paycheck, for car parts, and I figure 

that a light foot’s better than a light wallet.  When I learn how to gross cash, I’ll haul 

this beater to the Ballard junkyard’s edge, stick it in neutral, and then slam it with a 

flying karate kick.  But, truth is, I’ll probably get buried in my Civic in lieu of a coffin, 

stone dead from fat and age, moths gnawing my pockets, femurs shaved cigar-thin 

from decades of skateboarding.  Tom will wedge a brick in the accelerator, cram me 

into the driver’s side with help from Cameron, and then aim for the Pacific.  

Fifty-second, fifty-third…there it is, fifty-fourth street.  Welcome to suburbia.  

Every house at least two stories high, often taupe or beige, but sometimes, for a wacky 

twist, forest green.  Dad’s is taupe.  Three stories, although he sticks to the top floor.  

The other levels are for music gear.  Downstairs is an awesome wall of electric guitars, 

each gently slung on its hook.  The robin’s-egg blue 1962 Fender Mustang, with 

mother-of-pearl pick guard, whammy bar and gilded pegs, is most excellent.   
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I park by the curb, haul myself out, and puff up Dad’s long steep driveway, 

waddling, side to side, foot to foot, gaining thrust.  “Hey Dad, why the big hill, were 

you trying to keep Eddie out?” Tom had joked.  

“Tom, please, you know that you’re both always welcome here, so don’t say 

things like that,” Dad said. 

 He’s sensitive about the divorce.  That won’t stop Tom.  Tom plows through 

life, foot in mouth, without tasting foot.  Me, I never bring up Mom unless Dad asks.  

He’s mortified enough about Woodinville Bible Fellowship’s propaganda crusade.  

Dad has a cold eye.   

 I smack the lion’s head doorknocker three times and wait, breathing hard.  No 

answer.  

Buzz the doorbell. 

 Is he in the bathroom?  I give it a few seconds, then knock again, buzz the 

doorbell, pound the wall with the heel of my hand.   

 Silence. 

 What’s the deal?  It’s impossible to see if the Land Rover’s here: the garage is 

closed.  When I step back, the living room window mirrors trees, and the bathroom 

transom, ten feet up, looks dark.  I thump the door.   

For a second, an old fear grabs me.  Dad’s been raptured with all the other true 

believers, while I’ve been left as horseman fodder.   

No, he forgot again.  Bastard.   

Or maybe he found a new girlfriend.  They’re in the bedroom thumping away.  

Or crouched behind the kitchen counter.  “Shh,” he’d say.  “Wait until the kid leaves.”  
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I punt the door so the hinges shudder.  A black mark smears one shining panel.  I drop 

to a knee, lick my hand, and am glad it rubs right off. 

I came all the way out here, for what?   How sloppy.  Two years ago, August, 

was the other time this happened.  I showed around noon, waited fifteen minutes.  

Then took off.  Later, he called claiming he’d been typing at a coffee shop and lost 

track of time, blah, blah.  Then he’d bought me wheels for my skateboard, good ones, 

Spitfire 54 millimeters, which seemed smarmy, but finally, I was glad.  At least he 

tried.  Then it hadn’t happened until now. 

But why forget again?  Dad plugs life into a spreadsheet.  Maybe he got caught 

in traffic.  Still.  Noon on a Wednesday?  He forgot.  I lower myself to the porch, 

scruffing fingers through my oily hair.   

My mind blanks and, carefully, I lay myself back across the welcome mat and 

prop my head against the door.  For a second, I consider trying to melt through the 

living room window.   

My boss at the skate park gets Popular Science.  I read something cool.  

There’s an argument that common glass isn’t a solid.  Over time, the glass in your 

window—assuming a homeless dude in a crack rage doesn’t pop a brick through—

might wilt into the bottom of the frame.  We’re talking millennia.   

But some say that older windows thicken at the bottom because the glass 

shifted.  Others claim that ancient window-makers used the fatter edge for fundament.  

I don’t know why that stuck.  

But really, Dad’s gone, and the window’s hard.  When I press my ear to the 

cold door, the house has no sound.   
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A cloud drifts across the sun and the lawn turns dark.  In the distance a bird 

squawks.  Rooster?  Well, no point lying around.  I’ll probably get a phone call in an 

hour.  “Hey bud, you wouldn’t believe what happened at work, and guess who they 

called in?” or “big Ed, I had a super-late night and I actually slept through the 

doorbell, believe it or not.” 

I won’t make this easy.  Unless there’s a real brain-melting excuse.  Not like I 

enjoy busting Dad’s balls, and sure, he’s aging, but he should know that it isn’t okay 

to break promises and I don’t have gas to burn. 

My stomach moans.  Nothing depresses me more than solo missions to 

restaurants.  Maybe Cameron has food at his parents’.     

* 

 “Burritos,” Cameron says, leaning into his freezer.  I cup my hand on the back 

of his head like I’ll force it in, and he stiffens and gasps “Hey, fucker.” 

 “Those are amazing,” says Katie.  She’s sitting at the counter in sweats, 

delicate and beaming, her cheeks crabapple-fresh from tennis practice.  When she 

gushes like that, I feel cornered.  “Big as your head, no joke,” she says.  I nod.  

Cameron hauls out the box and holds it up.  There’s a brown mouse in a sombrero, 

leaping with knife and fork at a huge dripping burrito.   

 “¡Delicioso!” says the mouse. 

 “You know you want a burrito, Mexican,” Cameron says.  “Quiero burrito?”      

 “Shut up Cameron,” says Katie. 

 “Actually, I do,” I say.   
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 “Why do you let him do that?” Katie says for the thousandth time.  “Doesn’t it 

make you mad?” 

 She has a talent for practical, embarrassing questions. 

 “Whatever,” I tell the floor.   

 “He doesn’t mind,” says Cameron.  “We all know he’s a Mexican.” 

 “We all know you’re an asshole,” says Katie. 

 “Thank you!” I say.  Then, for levity’s sake, butcher an English accent: “so 

jolly good, yes, mayhaps we should partake of burritos?” 

 “Wait,” Cameron says.  “I thought you went out with Leo.  You’re still hungry, 

you swine?” 

 “Ah, well. He wasn’t home.” 

 “What?” Cameron frowns and sticks two burritos in the microwave.   

 “Yeah.  I don’t know.  I knocked for a while and just gave up.”  

How long was I there?  Five minutes?  Even if he were around—in the 

bathroom, say--he would’ve had time to finish and then run downstairs, or at least 

open the window to shout down.  He wasn’t there.  Maybe I’ll get new brake discs this 

time if I really push.  Dad’s no impulse shopper, but if he has to, he’ll yank the wallet.  

It’s a fatty.  For example, no way could Mom afford WSU on her check, so Dad’s 

practically paid Tom’s gas, room, board, and tuition for the first two years, even 

though Tom doesn’t have scholarships or anything, except for diversity.  Which I’ll 

get if I take the four-year course.  I’m half diverse.  But I’ve never rolled with the 

“Pomp and Circumstance” crowd.  Yoga II and Screenwriting at North Seattle’s quite 

enough, thanks. 
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 The microwave beeps. 

 “Hey, remind me to grab those sitcoms from you,” I tell Cameron, as he hunts 

through the cupboard for clean plates. 

“Who am I, your maid?  Remind me.”    

* 

Back at my place, I call Dad, but he doesn’t answer so I don’t leave a message.  

His problem now.   

I spread the tapes on my studio carpet.  

 There’re some weird ones.  “Hi Stakes,” for example.  Some guy with horse 

teeth, an Adam’s apple, long hair.  Cradling a puppet that looks like Bert, from Sesame 

Street, but brown, with an afro.  Pink and blue flowers everywhere.  Asters, 

carnations.  I put it on.  The guy’s name is Mitch, a talk-show host, professionally, and 

the puppet’s his son.  Everything seems normal except this guy’s kid.   

Huh?  

 Dylan he’s called.  You only see him from the neck up.  Slender and smooth, 

as puppets are.  Permanent smile.  Wooly hair, comb wedged in.  In the 70’s were 

black folks “negroes?”  When he’s upset, Dylan yells “What in the world!” and the 

audience laughs a tinny chorus.  Small things bug Dylan: dogs, Nixon, little girls, 

dishwashing, gas prices.  I watch two episodes.  The second’s super weird.  It’s 

Mitch’s birthday, but he’s at work.  Dylan has a chocolate cake in the oven.  As Dylan 

peeks through the window above the oven, a car with tinted windows rolls up to the 

neighbor lady’s house.  She exits to investigate.  The window lowers.  She’s talking to 

whomever.  Then, a short man in a suit gets out and follows her inside.  The car still 
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purrs.  Next, the man comes out, smoking a cigar, shakes hands with the neighbor, 

gets in the car, drives off.  She goes upstairs and Dylan sprints for binoculars.  This 

kind of stuff riles him.  Black screen. 

Then Mitch is at work, and no one knows it’s his birthday, and on the lounge 

TV there’s a newsflash about an escaped killer on the loose, so Mitch sprints for his 

desk and calls Dylan to let him know that there’s trouble in town, but Mitch is kind of 

a drag, so I fast forward.  Black screen.   

Dylan’s watching out the window with binoculars.  Someone knocks.  Dylan 

panics and scoots under the bed.  After a while he comes out, tentative.  There’s 

another, louder knock, so Dylan zips around screaming “What in the world!” while 

upsetting a lamp, a vase, and the doorbell rings.  The audience just howls.  I admit, I 

laugh too.  Then feel guilty.  He only wanted to make a cake for Mitch.  This poor 

afroed puppet zooming left and right.   Kind of like Tom without the puckish qualities-

-antsy little guy, a homunculus, really, with verbal diarrhea, stick thin.  Guess you had 

to see it.  And the oven just smokes now.  Dylan struggles with the fire extinguisher, 

but of course it’s empty, so he sloshes water on the stove.  Finally, the door opens and 

Mitch stands there with the mystery man, who still puffs the cigar and also holds a 

chocolate cake.  “What in the world!” yells Dylan.  The audience just dies.   

Turns out to be Mitch’s long-lost brother, who dropped by for a surprise and 

accidentally visited the wrong house, but the neighbor redirected him.  Mitch came 

home early due to that threat and found his brother, on the porch, with a cake.  

“Larson, my son Dylan,” says Mitch.  Dylan extends a felt hand. 

Larson looks at the camera and says “What in the world!” 
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Canned laughs.  Freeze frame.  Credits. 

It’s dumb, odd, and better than mine, which is nada.  When I mentally reel the 

episodes back, I just remember Dylan’s wooden face frozen into a smile.  Like the 

Cleveland baseball mascot.  Or me, practicing for girls in the mirror.   

I sit to write.  70’s, I think.  Nineteen hundred and seventies.    

* 

I wasn’t born till 1980.  So it’s not like I have hard sitcom evidence.  Or 

watched TV, even.  Thanks to Mom, we played sports.  We couldn’t even eat cheese 

or artificial stuff, outside of Dad’s house.  In the first chapter of Daniel, Mom would 

say, Daniel bets that he and his friends will only eat vegetables and water for ten days 

and they’ll be healthier than the soldiers who eat meat and wine.  Of course the 

soldiers lose.   

Like that would impress me.  Why would I want to be like Daniel and his three 

buddies, with their lions’ dens, furnaces and murder plots?  Although, in a way, I was.  

For my friends’ pizza parties, I brought my own tuna in Tupperware.  Hellish.  On the 

closed toilet, I chewed tuna, and then tossed the container.   

Here’s the obvious: if I ate the fish, the barley, the soy, and I played the soccer, 

baseball, basketball, how did I end up like I am today, jowly, with skeins of lard at my 

belt?  Two hundred and ten pounds, five foot nine.  Exactly thirteen cracked 

skateboards since ’93.  One girlfriend ever, Mary, who I kissed, but only once, with 

just a smidge of tongue, thanks to God’s Guide for Young Daters, which she read and 

re-read, and had not been penned by God, but a married youth pastor.  Most truly 

romantic moment a shared sleeping bag with a French exchange student—Jeannette 
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Bonaparte, no lie about the name--at a church hike into the mountains.  On which 

moonless night did the lard sneak in and bivouac?  I pound through my memory, but 

answers don’t come.  It’s not enough to say that, well, after I got my license, I 

discovered Taco Bell (“Make a run for the border”) and their 59, 79, 99, which I could 

gobble outside the cooperative exchange that was my mother’s house, crammed from 

counter to cupboard with blenders and broccoli.  Because it’s also true that I played 

baseball through high school, although I didn’t make the team senior year, after the 

coach had shuffled me from center to catcher, since I made a better backstop than 

ballcatch.  And it’s true that I skateboarded most days, although maybe Cameron 

helped me crack through seven plywood layers by raiding his father’s beer fridge for 

Bud and cold hotdogs, which we’d pound in his parents’ hammock, passing cans 

under the stars, sizing up Melissa Gable’s calves.  Cameron could eat a deep-fried 

buffalo then run a 10K.   

Which he’d win.   

I met Cameron on a soccer team.  Seattle Sharks, U-9, undefeated in the spring 

of ’88.  We were star forwards.  Cameron’s hair glowed a yellow like I imagine fresh 

country straw, so when it lengthened, he could sweep it back from his eyes or twirl it 

in a rubber-band bob.  He called me Péle; I called him Dutchman Gullit.  Already, his 

body was lean, and he ran like a deer, weaving past defenders.  He could bicycle kick.  

But I had power and control.  I’d stick a ball anywhere—pick a corner.  Between the 

goalie’s legs?  Pow.  Upper right?  Whap.  Left curve off the post?  Smack.  Cameron 

snaked up like magic, and I lurked by the goal, he’d center it, I’d dart in.  Wham.  We 
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got so good that parents complained, so our coach used us more sparingly, until 

Cameron’s dad, a public defender, protested.  Then we played again. 

That summer, after our tenure as King County champions, we were severely 

bored, and Cameron’s brother, Derrick, who owned a ’73 Camaro and always dated 

two girls at once, accidentally cured us.   

One afternoon, after we’d gone swimming, we were sitting in the living room.  

When he sat, Cameron liked to cross his legs.  He must have known it bugged me, him 

on the armchair, me on the couch.  In his pink swimming shorts, his slim white thighs 

shone, and he wagged his sandaled right foot. 

“Stop,” I said. 

“What?” He fluttered his lashes.   

It didn’t look right.  My stomach itched. 

“Your legs, nematode,” I said.  “Your damn legs, ingrate.  Dude, you look like 

a lady.” 

Back then, I had the habit of looking up big words, memorizing and then trying 

them as insults.  Words were easy.  More syllables? Extra delicious.  When it came to 

vulgarities I wouldn’t go past “damn” or “hell.”  The OED was my solution.  

Necessity the mother of, etc.  Mom, had she realized what I was up to, would have 

been irate.  “Man looks at the outward appearance but the Lord looks at the heart,” she 

always said.  I wasn’t allowed to swear but meant to. 

“A lady?”  

I turned.  Videocassettes walled around the TV.   
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My mother locked ours in the entertainment center; Cameron’s sat naked in his 

bedroom’s shag carpet.  Cameron’s house had four TV’s.  One downstairs in the 

family room; one upstairs in his father’s creepy hunting room, which featured a bear’s 

head roaring, teeth intact, on a plaque; and one in his parents’ bedroom, which we 

never saw.   

“Forget it,” I said.  “Let’s watch something.” 

He sprang down to his knees.  We clacked through the cassettes.  One stuck 

out--in Sharpie it said, “Gonz.” 

“What about this,” I said.  “Gonz.” 

The word felt dramatic, like a falling plane.   

Cameron shrugged.   

“It’s Derrick’s.   Want some ice cream?” he said. 

“Sure.”   

When he stood, I stuck it in.   

“Wait, wait, jerk,” he said.  “That’s Derrick’s!” 

But I turned on the TV and pushed play.  I couldn’t let him get away with his 

leg crossing.  Maybe, when he came home from school, Derrick would shred off his 

shirt like the Hulk and pound Cameron.  “And that’s what I’ll do to you every time 

someone watches ‘Gonz,’” Derrick would say. 

“He’s gonna be pissed!” Cameron yelled, from the kitchen.  The refrigerator 

door clapped shut, bowls clattered.   

It looked like a shell.  Something soft and private.  Pinkish, triangular.  It was a 

poor-quality home movie, and, as the camera zoomed back, the shell blurred in and 
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out of focus.  Some kind of cube appeared beneath the shell.  Now it looked like a 

trophy.  Then, a vertical line appeared at the top of the shell.  The picture bent, went 

fuzzy, focused.  It was a man.  No, a kid, a skinny boy, with big springy hair.  Outside.  

Sunshine from the upper right corner.  He slid to the rim of the shell, and then fell 

across its face, arms flailing--but he bent his knees, gliding across the cube, saved by 

some magic carpet.   

I turned.  Cameron stood squinting, two bowls pinched between his fingers, the 

tub of ice cream caught in his left arm’s crook.   

“What’s going on?” I said. 

We watched again.  “It’s skateboarding,” Cameron said. 

This skater zoomed up the side of a ditch and then sort of kicked.  The board 

spun once and he caught it with his feet, landed, tucked his knees, and rolled back 

down, streaming dust.  Then the camera cut to a big wooden “U” ramp.  A half pipe.  

I’d seen those before, at Magnusson park, across from the WBF, when, for the Sunday 

School game, we played Duck Duck Goose on the softball diamond’s infield.  Past the 

bleachers sprawled the concrete half pipe.  Tall, sweaty, bare-chested men in pink 

pads took turns gliding up and down.  Falling, laughing, soaring through the air like 

angels.  Sometimes the teacher would take us out by the merry go round because of 

the language.  “Fuck” and such.  But on Derrick’s video— 

From outside, I thought I heard the hollow clap of a car door.  Yes—it clapped 

again.  Cameron heard that one.  He stared at me, horrified, then sprang to the TV and 

wrenched out the tape.  I pretzeled my legs Indian-style.  Straightened on the couch, 

acting natural.   
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It was only the neighbor’s car, but it took a week before we watched more of 

Derrick’s videos.  Not with him around.  We were dumb, but we weren’t stupid. 

* 

After the third episode of “Hi Stakes,” I sit still, head against the wall above 

my couch, the TV blued.  If I had started even two days before, if Cameron hadn’t 

filched all the sitcoms, if I’d known that Dad wouldn’t show up and I’d used that time 

to work instead.  It just would’ve taken one phone call, a quick message--hey Ed, can’t 

make it today after all, buddy--then, peanut butter and honey, with wheat bread, 

perhaps a sliced banana--oh, German chocolate cake, in a plastic container, I’d zip 

down to Safeway--but I’m already snapping boards, so I pry my brain back to my task.  

No use.  Writing just isn’t fun, and, when I try, commercials.  If the other options at 

North Seattle weren’t so dull, I might feel down, but screenwriting still seems like the 

best pick.  Better than tech writing, lit analysis, poetry.  I’ve heard stories.   

Usually what I’d do now is skate: zoom down the Ave and duck into the UW 

parking garage for manuals, but tonight that isn’t right.  In September, the streets at 

night have just a kiss of ice, enough to skid out into traffic, and I don’t feel like 

skating the garage alone.  It’s never fun to hide from Rent-A-Cops and who knows, 

the real cops might show up, and I’d be up a creek sans paddle.  Even with Cameron 

and his friends, there’s nothing worse than tramping up that inner staircase until your 

legs burn, opening a door, then seeing a car with the Seattle Police logo, engine 

purring, sirens whirring. 

 Briefly I consider calling Cameron for ideas, but no.  He’ll rub it in.  Plus he’ll 

make his sitcom sound so gut-splitting that I’ll want to quit.  Still, he’ll be lucky to 
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pass. Cameron’s brilliant, but he doesn’t care for Strunk or White with their grammar.  

Ed, spell “hawk,” he’ll ask.  Is there an “e” after the “c” in “medicine?”  Could you 

check my commas?   

I broke too many pencils on that guy’s homework before I realized, around age 

thirteen, that I was being used.  I mean, I’ll help, but to a point.     

So I decide on a walk.  I choose my thicker jacket, the black one with the rusty 

faux-fur hood, and paw through my jeans drawer.  There are two sides: Wearable and 

To-Be-Worn-When-I-Shrink-Back.  To-Be-Worn-When-I-Shrink-Back has my 

favorites, the old Levis from Bargain Barn, with the ring in the back pocket from a tin 

of chew.  In high school, the slim days, freshman year, I’d wear them weeks at a time.  

“You dirty wetback!” Cameron would say.  I couldn’t help it.  Even in the mornings, 

I’d try on three pairs before settling with the Levis.  They felt so smooth.  During Mr. 

Matchett’s  Earth Science lectures, I’d run my hands up and down my thighs under my 

desk, palms down, then knuckles up, palms, then knuckles.  

Now, I stroke them.  Soft as skin.  Last time I tried them, they’d button, but the 

zipper only scooched an inch.  With my gut sucked.  It’s not like I’m obese, but, even 

in the slimmer days, I never was skinny—I’ve got that square south-of-the-border 

frame, so no matter how thin I got, my head felt too large and my calves seemed too 

thick.   Even just walking around the U-District, I feel like I’m wading in flesh, and I 

consciously don’t look at the full mirrored window when I pass Thai Thyme en route 

to Tower Records.   

But about the pants.  There came a time, sophomore year, when I even tried to 

safety pin the zipper closed.  That flopped.  The pin would burst open.  Stand up too 
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fast from my desk and: yow!  But, at last, I couldn’t even do that, since a good two 

inches gapped between hitch and clasp.  On me, even a belt won’t strap that 

gracefully.   

Somehow, my balance is off, so at the park, I stick to mini ramp.  Usually 

something like this: axle stall, rock and roll, rock to fakie, rock and roll, tail stall, nose 

stall, rock and roll, nose stall revert, 50-50 to fakie, switch smith, switch blunt stall, 

then I roll into the street course for variations on that theme. On coping, I’m virtuosic.  

But in the parking garage or at the Western Union bank, I stick to manuals, and tiny 

sets of stairs.  Again, if the stairs are too big—say five plus—chances are, the board 

will split.  And they aren’t cheap, and Marcus at Emerald City Indoor Skate Park only 

pays me eleven an hour, with no benefits or free gear, even though I am assistant 

manager. 

* 

I winch myself up in bed and look for the clock.  The phone rings again.  Who 

calls at 2:30?  Not even Cameron.  My throat flutters and I whip myself free of the 

comforter, stand up, knees popping, and stumble toward the phone, but it’s stopped 

and a clear bell’s echo floats in the dark for a second.  When I put the receiver to my 

ear, there’s just a dial tone, and I scrunch myself down against the door, the wood 

floor freezing my shins, phone to ear, listening.  Like that clown.  Hello?  My gut 

yammers.   

What am I doing, listening to a dial tone at 2:30 AM? A-bedding I must go: I’ll 

be at Emerald City Skate Park, opening, in just five hours.  I clack the phone in its 
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cradle, and, instantly, it rings again.  So loud I jump, yanking the receiver up.  

“Hello?” 

“Hello,” says the voice. 

It’s Tom.  Tom, in Pullman, Washington State. 

“What the hell are you doing, Tom?  Do you know what time it is?” 

“Ed.  Hi.  Um, have you heard from Dad?” 

There’s thinness in his voice, transparency, and he’s hiccupping between 

words.  

Is he crying?  The room seems to darken, and everything focuses sharp.  

 “What’s up?” 

 He sighs out a shuddering breath. 

 “So I guess the police are looking for him.” 

 “What?” 

 “Dad’s missing.  They called me in my dorm room an hour ago; I don’t know 

why.  I just talked to Mom and they’d called her, too.  Everyone’s freaking out.” 

 “Wait, who, what do you mean ‘missing?’” 

 “He didn’t show up at work today, okay, that’s what I mean!  What do you 

mean ‘what do I mean?’  Missing!  Simple.” 

 Tom stops and there’s a crackling in the receiver, like he’s shuffling around.  I 

imagine him covering up the mouthpiece with his hand and sniffling into his sleeve.  

The darkness in the room slides down my throat like a finger and I reach up to flip the 

light on, and then blink when it floods white.  Missing?  The word flubs off my brain. 

Missing, missing, missing. 
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 My stomach twists and I remember McDonald’s again.  “Hello.”  Yellow tent.    

“I went over today and he wasn’t there,” I say.  “I thought he skipped out.  But 

he didn’t show up to work?” 

 “Mom’s flipping out.” 

 “Wait, did anyone else check the house?” 

 “Yeah,” Tom says.  “All his stuff was there, even the car.  I can’t believe that 

police are actually calling us.” 

 “Well, if the car’s still there… 

 “The police are looking for him.  The cops, man!” 

 Something horrible rises in my chest, and I push it down and try to speak 

slowly, clearly, even though my heart whacks like a kick drum:  “Just calm down; 

please, you need to take it easy.” 

 “That’s gonna be tough to do because this is kind of a ridiculously scary 

situation.” 

 “Fine.  But can you stop being aggressive?” 

“I’m not being aggressive.” 

We sit in silence.  Tom’s scuffling on the other end.  I notice my right hand 

pressed hard to my forehead and my forefinger and thumb temple-kneading, so I pull 

my hand down.  Outside, a tree whispers at the window.  Where would Dad have 

walked to?  Could he have taken the bus somewhere?  Dad, Dad, Dad, missing.  Tom.   

It’s like being in the twelve-foot part of the swimming pool fishing for quarters 

on the bottom grate with the pressure screwing my eardrums out, my cold thumbs 
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fumbling.  Suddenly, I’m furious with my dad.  Mad enough to punch him in the 

throat.  What kind of stunt is he trying to pull? 

 “All right,” I finally say, smoothing my voice.  “I want you to sleep.  Let me 

call you tomorrow.” 

 “No way, we need to figure this out, how could you even think about--” 

 “Tom.  Why get all worked up about this right now at 2 AM?” 

 Silence. 

 “We’ll talk later,” I say.  “Dad’s just AWOL, for some reason.  Who knows 

why.” 

 Finally, Tom gives up.  But I can tell he doesn’t want to go.  Which I 

understand, but Tom’s hyperactive, so if I don’t cut him off, he’ll pound my head all 

night and I’ll be nervy in the morning.  Which isn’t good if I want to finish this 

screenplay tomorrow at work.  It’s twenty percent of our grade; Cherkin won’t take 

late work; and I don’t even have a working draft, just a stupid Bose commercial.       

* 

 That night, half-hung between sleeping and waking, I dream.  It starts with me 

as a kid—maybe six or seven—in the bathroom of our old house near Bothell, 

crouched on that tile floor, behind the sink cabinet.  Bathwater pours in the tub, soap 

softens the air.  My father stands over the toilet, peeing, with the head of his penis 

poking from his loose right fist.  His urine sings louder, louder, until he finishes with a 

few quick jets, and then he shakes it clean and zips his pants.  I keep ducking behind 

the sink, but he never looks down.  Then, I notice he wears a suit: black pants, shoes 

with heels, his wristwatch with dials and arrows, and a blazer, like Professor Cherkin.  
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Dad turns his back to me, clacks over to the bath, swings a leg up like a dancer, then 

sloshes back heavily in the water.  I spring to the tub.  Only his nose and mouth poke 

above the water, both arms wedge at his sides, and his hair spreads, inky.  Through the 

soapy water, his eyes ripple.  With both hands, I jerk and strain with a wheel, about the 

size of my head, mounted on a wall, which controls the water’s flow, and it bites my 

thumbs. 

 When I wake I’m swimming on my cold floor.  For a quick second my bed 

looms like Rainier.   

And now I’m at the skate park, shook up.  Every once in a while, I catch 

myself gnawing the skin around my nails, and I pull my hand down into my pocket.  I 

had tried to call Mom right after waking, but I got the busy tone, then I tried Tom, but 

of course he wasn’t there.  Probably off for his morning jog; got to keep that tiny body 

trim.  No word from police.  I can’t use the work phone—Marcus is a real Nazi about 

non-work-related calls—so I do my best to shove my dad from my mind.  What else 

could I do?  “God, give me the strength to change what I can, the patience to accept 

what I cannot, and the calm, sane, reasonable disposition I need to avoid ripping the 

ever-loving heads off of my students” says a poster above Cherkin’s desk.  There’s a 

picture of a red-faced dude in a suit and tie, praying.  Which has bearing, now.  

I feel bloated around the waist, and my shinbones’ insides ache again, but there 

isn’t much to do.  Since the park thins out on weekdays, there’s just Tim and Dave 

with kneepads, mittens, and old-school boards cruising around.  Best friends.  They 

work nights as EMT’s and, mornings, skate at Emerald City.  From the equipment 

checkout booth, which is more like a clubhouse perched with scaffolding above the 
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ten-foot mini ramp, I can mess with the screenplay, but keep an eye on those guys.  

Not that there’d be problems, but Marcus is out for the day, scouring discount 

warehouses, so I’m responsible.  Sadly, there’s no heating in the park, so I have to 

hide in a hoodie until March, when the cool sun pours through the windows. 

 “Eddie, get your ass down here,” yells Tim from a quarter pipe.  Next to him, 

Dave sits on his board.  If only I could.  These mornings are so calm, especially after 

the summer, when the park has camp sessions and packs out with kids, cussing, 

zooming, crying, falling, yelping.  Last summer, I really had to watch it.  Usually 

when I get moving, people scatter—“here comes Eddie!”—but those kids skate in 

frightened wobbly herds, so I bowled through some strays.  One of whom got 

threatening.   

“My dad’s a lawyer,” he huffed through his teeth as he lay tangled at the 

pyramid’s base.  

“You’re the one who snaked me on the pyramid, guy,” I told him.  “And I’ve 

got corroborating witnesses.  Do you know what that means?” 

“Fuck off shitty fat boy,” he said, his eyes squeezed shut, and all us counselors 

laughed hard after he’d hobbled dramatically to the bathroom.  Shitty fat boy.  

Hilarious!  As he lay there, I had wanted to grind his fucking hand with my fat heel.  

But then, he dropped out.   

Now, in September, due to emptiness, there are so many possible lines.  Tim 

and Dave are generous.  I could axle stall on the mini ramp all day and they’d just yelp 

and bang their boards.   

“I’ve got homework,” I yell down. 
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 “No you don’t!” 

 “Yes, I do!” 

 “I’ll give you homework,” yells Dave.  “Backside disaster, revert, mini ramp.” 

 Easy.   

 But I shoo them off with one hand.   

 “We’re waiting,” yells Tim, then drops down, pumps over the central pyramid, 

rocks to fakie on the six-foot quarter pipe, rolls back up the pyramid, then tries to 

switch boardslide the pyramid rail, but kicks his board out before even hits the metal.  

It booms off a funbox, then clatters to the cement, upside down, wheels whirring.  

From the other quarter pipe, Dave whoops. 

 But there’s no time to watch.  I crouch back into the armchair with my legal 

pad and pen.  Turn a page.  Lick my teeth.  A spider flexes in the corner of the booth.  

10 AM, says my Casio watch.   

Five more hours and I’m off, and I’ll call Dad, Mom, and Tom; then four hours 

after that until I need a polished screenplay.  Cherkin has the pitted face, bulldog 

chest, and yellow fingers of a chain-smoker, a whiskey drinker, a wife beater.  Every 

day, he floats into class, late, with a cup of coffee.  Everyone snaps to their seats like 

Legos.  Even Cameron stops poking my belly and straightens.   

Before choosing a time period, I need interesting characters.  Maybe that’s 

where the first try flopped.  Who wants to read a screenplay about some guy in a fancy 

car?  That had to be a commercial.  Dylan the puppet is a nice gimmick.  Maybe that’s 

key.  Write a character, someone interesting, then let the story take itself.  A 

mannequin?  A shark?  A lawnmower? 
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An apple.  How about an apple? 

An apple walks into a bar.  

When the door slams shut, sleigh bells.  It’s not a Belltown bar, the kind with 

Long Island Iced Teas and Hawaiian appetizers like Haole Skewers with Aloha Sauce.  

It’s a bar you’d find on south Lake City Way, a shack, a dive, tight, murky, with stools 

and two TV’s hanging from the ceiling.  Some fat bald guy in an apron, with a rag, 

buffing pint glasses behind the counter.  Two or three motorcycle types sprinkled 

around: one leaning by the jukebox, another hovering at the pool table, another planted 

at the bar with a pint of Bud and a cigarette in his mouth.  Some jangly song’s blaring: 

think Judds, think old Springsteen, think Loretta Lynn.  When the apple strolls in, the 

guy playing pool slaps his cue down and stares, and the cigarette drops from the seated 

guy’s mouth and hisses in his beer.  This apple is huge, with white arms and legs, 

gloved hands, big round eyes, lashes.  What an apple!  

 And this apple is a girl, yeah, now it’s coming clear. 

 The stem on her head is limp and her red flesh has an ashy taint.  She slumps 

over to the bar and claps one gloved hand down flat.   

“What’re you drinking,” says the bartender. 

“Domestic,” says the apple. 

The bartender pulls a pint of Bud, shoots it down the counter, and the apple, 

without looking, palms it.  Sips. 

“Tough day?” says the seated motorcycle guy.  He had fished out his wet 

cigarette and now tries to look cool by relaxing his mouth and throwing an elbow up 

on the counter.    
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“Got another cig?” says the apple.  

 The motorcycle dude blinks, then reaches carefully into his pocket, but, from 

the arch of his eyebrows and the way he leans to offer her a cigarette and then yanks 

out his Zippo and lights it for the apple, it seems the motorcycle dude’s thinking: wow, 

it’s not something you see every day, but regardless, this is a damn cool apple, and 

geez, she must be going through something serious, but what, possibly, could an apple 

be going through to bum her out this much?   

Then, sleigh bells.  

An orange has entered the bar.  Everyone looks up, stares from the apple to the 

orange to the apple to the orange.  What’s this?  The bartender sets the pint glass down 

and, with his rag, buffs his own noggin.  The pool player hangs his cue and sits on the 

edge of his table.  At the bar, the motorcycle dude shakes his head and slumps, but the 

apple’s stem perks up and she pulls herself straight.  The orange takes a seat next to 

the apple.  

“Buy you a drink?” asks the orange. 

 The apple glances around, looks at the orange, then smiles. 

 They leave hand in hand. The screen goes black.  I can’t resist: “Cromwell 

Insurance: Breaking Boundaries Since 1976,” the caption could read.   

 Another commercial.  I hadn’t meant to write one, but really, it couldn’t be 

different.  It had that feel.  Cherkin can do what he wants with it.  Wax his car.  Line a 

hamster cage.  Fold a sailor’s hat.  I’m done. 

* 
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 When I get home, my answering machine blinks.  Two messages.  First, pure 

dial tone.  Tom.  Who knows why, but he’ll always listen to your recording then just 

hang up.  The next one’s Mom.  “Eddie, call me at the church office as soon as you get 

this, okay?”  Whispered quickly, like she’d cupped her hand to the receiver.  I snatch 

up the phone and dial, and then plop down on the floor, my back jammed into the 

couch.  My foot wiggles madly, and I force it to stop.  Through the window, there’s a 

view of Texaco, and a bald man in sunglasses is refueling his Beamer, whistling, no 

cares in the world.  People like that deserve to get mugged, just to level the field.   

I swallow the chalk in my throat as the phone rings once, twice, three times.   

 “Hello?” 

 “It’s me.” 

 She says, in her here’s-the-facts voice, that Dad’s been shot.  Hunting accident.   

 What?   

Since when does Dad hunt?     

Well, he’d gone fishing in the morning (fishing!).  While out on the Skagit, up 

north of Seattle, it looked like he’d been shot.  His buddy, too.  No, they’re not ok.  

Dad’s in Harborview in critical condition; his friend’s dead.  Yes, critical condition.  

Dad might not make it until morning.  Right now, Tío Carlos is flying up from 

California, emergency ticket, very pricy.  Mom’s not sure why Tío Carlos, whom we 

haven’t seen in a decade, why Grandpa and Grandma Peewee aren’t coming, or Aunt 

Luz, for that matter. Luz and Dad were always so close.  But she hasn’t talked to those 

people in years.  Unexpected, Mom says, yes, an unspeakably terrible thing, but we’re 

all in it together.  It’s in the palm of God’s hand.  Only he knows what will happen.  
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Mom’s going to Harborview tonight and she’d like me to come.  Her voice splinters.  

Clearly, she’s crying.  I’m speechless.   

When I was a kid, we visited Great America, and Dad coaxed me into my first 

roller coaster.  The Viper.  No going back now, I’d thought, gripping the bar as the 

coaster jerked into a long, high climb-- 

“Look, I need to go,” Mom says.  “Someone could come in any minute, and 

I’m not exactly professional.” 

It’s okay, I hear myself tell her, it’ll all be fine, and she gasps, then there’s a 

muffled scratching, and the huh, huh, huh of her tears.  It’s like this for minutes.  I say 

that I’ll come.  She wants to rally at 10:00.  It would be earlier, but she’s meeting 

Carlos at the airport, 9:00.  And Tom’s on his way, from Pullman.       

 “Pray for your father,” she says. 

 “Okay, Mom.” 

 “I love you, Edward.”  

 Edward? 

 Wait.  Shot.  Dad?  I want to ask her where this person’s been shot—chest, 

head stomach, toe—but that seems wrong.  My lungs sear open. Dad wore his logger’s 

shirts with the first few buttons undone so his hair sprouted through; when he’d bend 

over, sometimes a dark nipple gleamed, and I’d be pulled to him and pushed from 

him.  Shot.  I sit there against the couch, the phone clamped to my ear, waiting for 

something to happen inside, but now it’s just damp in there, and I sit long after Mom’s 

hung up.   
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 Outside, people pass under the Texaco canopy.  A gorgeous blonde in heels 

and a maraschino-red dress, with a station wagon, en route to some cocktail party.  A 

Mexican family in a pickup and the woman gets out of the passenger’s side to fuel the 

truck.  Someone with a mattress strapped to the bed of their pickup.  A U-Haul driven 

by an old woman; she just leaps from the running board to the concrete, then springs 

around the cab.  It’s like a wire boinged in my head and I’ve become a movie camera, 

propped against the couch, spewing reels.  I film a three-legged dog who hops toward 

the U-Haul and the old lady shoos him off.  I film the sun when it drops behind the gas 

station and the clouds that lock up the sky.  I film the dark.  Too soon, it’s time for 

Screenwriting, but I can’t stand yet because both my legs have gone to sleep.   

* 

 When Mom, Carlos, and I park at Harborview and then trudge the staircase 

toward the entrance, it seems familiar.  The hospital stuns me till my fingers sting.  I 

know Dad’s on the seventh floor before the receptionist tells us; I know the cotton-

and-lemon air-conditioned breeze; I sense each Kleenex box, Q-tip, and needle, closed 

in cupboard drawers.  Each nurse who blows by in her scrubs, clutching a doctor-

bound tool-- scissors, tray, speculum--has a smell I know in my gut.  A smell like no 

smell: fresh milk, a cloud, baby’s skin.  One nurse has trussed her white hair with 

ribbon and struts like a model, swinging her hips.  Clutching a clipboard to her breasts.  

When she passes, she shoots a double take, and I glance to the ground.   

What do these women hear as they pass from hall to room, from light to dark 

and back, these cleansers of food and spit, these priestesses of vein, tube, smock?  

What have they learned about Dad?   
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 It isn’t until we’ve just begun to group around Dad’s bed that Tom shows.  He 

slides between Carlos and me and flings a gloved hand on my shoulder.  

“Hey man, how are you, what’s up?” he asks me.  Then shrugs off his parka,  

pockets the gloves.   

 Mag-fucking-nificent, I want to say, but pinch my mouth first.  It’s for  

the best. 

 “Your drive go all right?” I say.  

 That’s not what I meant, either.  I’d like to ask Tom how he is.  But why would 

you say that now?   

And how could Tom know, anyway, how he feels?  I sure don’t.  Everything 

seems like a prop with Dad on stage, small in the sheets, eyes closed, wrists tangled in 

tubes, the screen with a beeping green line hilled with heart-monitoring cones, paper 

ejecting, just like the movies.  The tang of sweat and medicine.  TV’s face leering 

down from the corner.   

 “Oh you know, caught some traffic around Sea-Tac, and then—but--hey Dad.”  

And Tom’s puttering toward Dad and Mom springs from her knees where she’s been 

crouched in a chair near Dad’s head, and she opens her arms and reels Tom in.  My 

legs walk me between Tom and Mom, and then Carlos stands by us, too, patting 

Tom’s head, saying “Jane, he’ll come through, calm down,” and Mom nods and 

smears her face with the back of her wrist. 

 “Pull yourself together, sweetie,” says Carlos. 

Sweetie?  Why the hell should she, anyway? She’s got every right to cry.  Don 

sackcloth, tear her hair, the whole nine.  My palms itch.   
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“It’s all right,” Tío Carlos says in a soothing voice.  He’s petting her head.  

“Really, everything’s going to be fine.  Bet he’ll be on his feet in a few weeks, 

knowing my brother.  Playing guitar, laughing, back behind his desk at the TV station 

hiring and firing away.”  So forth.   

Wait.  How would he know about Dad’s job?  Or the guitars?  Dad’s only been 

collecting for five years or so.  

“Playing the guitar?” I say, as a test.  “You think so?” 

“Yup,” Carlos says. “Actually I do.  I have faith.”   

Faith! 

“Blowing smoke up her ass,” Cameron would say.  When she loosens Tom and 

me for Carlos and lays her head on his shoulder, something snaps. 

 “Mom, get away from him,” I say.   

  “Sorry?” Carlos says.  

Not that I don’t want Mom to be comforted.  But don’t tell her when to grieve.  

Or how Dad will recover in the eleventh hour.  Admit the bed, the nurse, my dad with 

metal inside him.  These are gaping, gory nouns.  I coach myself: lean back against the 

sink, use elbows for support, watch the floor.   

 “No, I’m sorry,” I say, fluttering my wrists jazz-hand style without meaning to.  

“It’s just the whole ‘Leo’s going to be fine’ thing—no need, really.” 

Tío Carlos straightens and folds his arms.  But nothing about him looks scary.  

He’s short, dark, slim as a pipe in his polo shirt, snug jeans, watch.  A real business-

class dude.  The sort who looks good with a phone to his ear.  When Carlos whips his 
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chin up to glare down his nose at me, his collar sags.  His throat shines smooth and 

brown.  Like a woman’s leg. 

I could squash him. 

 “Honey, please,” says Mom.  She pulls away from Carlos and Tom clings to 

her again.  “This is fruitless.”   

 “Come on, shut up, stop,” says Tom. 

 “You shut up,” I say.  Then, with conviction: “You, of all people, shouldn’t tell 

me ‘shut up.’” 

 “Sure, fine, but don’t do this right now,” says Tom.  “Please?” There’s a 

wobble in his voice.  He’s crying, too.   

 “Edward, what did I say?”  Carlos says. 

 “Do you see Dad there?  Does he look like he’s leaping out of bed to bang out 

some guitar ditty any time soon?” 

 Carlos stares at Dad, puts his hand to his mouth, looks at me.  Mom starts to 

cry again and sits in her plastic chair.   

 “I don’t know,” Carlos says. 

 “Exactly,” I say.  “And nice of you to show up for your brother now, after 

what…ten years?  Pristine timing.”   

 “Hey now, don’t be a jackass,” Tom says.  Mom bends into her hands, her 

shoulders curling like paper in flame.  

“Sure, Tom,” I say.  “I’m the jackass.  Brilliant.”  Then lean back on the  

sink.  

There’s a moan from the bed. 
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 “Leo,” shouts Carlos.  My gut drains through my toes and we all jump over to 

the bed and Mom, Tom, Carlos and I touch Dad’s feet and beg: Dad, did you say 

something, can you hear us?  

 But Dad’s quiet now.  His lips crack just a touch.  The chirp of the machine.  A 

spongy burble from the web of tubes.  When I trace his ankle through the sheets, the 

cold soaks through.  

My throat hardens.  I swallow twice.   

And a nurse swings through the door.  We back away.   

 “I apologize, folks, but I’m going to have to ask you all to leave Mr. Garcia for 

now.  Our doctor will call when he’s out of surgery.”  

 The trip northbound, Mom’s Camry floating down I-5, quiet as a spaceship.  

When we approach downtown, the Columbia Tower rises on the left and the Pacific 

Science Center’s arches emerge in the distance; the moon swings up from a knoll, 

giant, clean and white, suddenly high above St. Mark’s, which glows in Capital Hill 

like a vein of gold.   On Puget Sound, a houseboat trolls slowly toward the shore.  

Three signal towers wink across the water.  Up front, Mom drives and Carlos clears 

his throat, while, in back, I grab fistfuls of thigh through my jeans, and Tom flattens 

against the backseat window.  Carlos’s left shoulder lists toward Mom.  When we take 

the 45P

th
P-street exit he jostles into her.  They smile, look away, Mom swipes a golden 

strand of hair behind her ear.  Am I losing my mind?  Probably.  Tom just watches 

buildings blow by. 

Finally, we drop off Carlos at the U-Village Silver Cloud.  Goodbyes are 

quick, weird. We step out of the car and slouch in the parking lot, shivering in the 
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mist.  Mom and Carlos make the half-hug.  The sort you do when people are watching.  

Carlos squeezes my hand, hard.  I squeeze back.  “Take care you all,” he says, 

slapping Tom’s chest, and Tom giggles horribly.  Benedict Arnold.  Brutus!   

Afterward, we climb 45 P

th
P and swing by my house for my toothbrush and some 

clothes.    

While I’m sifting for pajamas in the dresser, I brush across the Levis, and I 

hold them to my cheek for one second.  I slip them into the duffel and roll my sleeping 

bag tight.  Mom only has her twin-size in her rambler, so when Tom and I stay over, 

we both sleep on the pull-out couch.     

 At Mom’s, we don’t say much.  “I’d better go to bed,” Mom says, and, 

quickly, she hugs Tom, then me, wiping her slimy cheek across my neck.  “You know 

how to do the couch?”  We nod. 

 “I love you both.  We’re together, okay?”   

 We nod.   

“Do you need any toothpaste?  Tea?” 

We shake our heads. 

“Well, look above the oven if you do.  Sleep well.  Maybe you could say a 

prayer for your dad?” 

We nod. 

“Goodnight.” 

She taps down the hall to her bedroom. 
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 Later, on the couch, Tom and I toss under my opened sleeping bag and Mom’s 

flannel sheet, which chafes my bare legs.  He’s probably mad at me about the hospital, 

so he doesn’t talk.  Or maybe it’s just hard.   

Weird stuff plows through my mind like a fever dream.  

 Maybe I’m in my bathroom, and I open the toilet and a little man in a suit 

floats his tiny yacht in the water, all lit up.  Maybe we talk.  “What’re you doing in my 

bowl?”  “Who says it’s your bowl?”  Back and forth, like that, pure nonsense, until 

suddenly, it hits the tune of Happy Birthday: “What’re you doing in my 

bowl?/What’re you doing in my bowl?/Who says it’s your bowl? What’re you doing 

in my bowl?”   

Or what if Dad appears, floating in front of my face?  “Hey buddy.  I’m 

flying.”  A shiver rips through me.  In Yoga, we learned about astral projection.  Your 

body stays, while your eidolon flits around investigating.  You do it with drugs, or 

deep meditation, or in a dream, and usually you have to be pretty advanced.   

When Sandy, the instructor, lived in Tibet, a monk would astral project into 

her room at night.  She’d wake up with her eyes closed and feel heaviness, like bricks, 

on her chest.  Her arms stuck to her sides.  When her eyes opened, the monk stood at 

the foot of her mat.  He wouldn’t talk.  Just stood there with his beard and robes, 

laughing silently.  Sandy swapped apartments and it didn’t happen again.  Scared me 

to death, she said, but that stuff was normal.  One time, a story came out in a Tibetan 

paper about an African-looking guy who ended up in some nearby Tibetan village, 

way up in the mountains.  Did he parachute in?  Was he a lost hiker?  An explorer on a 

mission?  He didn’t have a change of clothes or luggage, and he seemed healthy.  
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Nobody knew how he got there, but no one spoke Swahili, so people just fed and 

clothed him, baffled and helpless, all.  But finally, they found a scholar to talk to this 

guy, and he says he fell off his flying carpet, en route from Tanzania, over Asia.  This 

is in a syndicated newspaper! 

Sandy’s got some wacked-out stories. 

Will I have to drop school because of Dad? 

“Hey,” Tom says. 

No anger in his voice.   

We must look like two sardines in a half-peeled can in the couch bed together, 

in Mom’s living room, a part of Mom’s house, just a dot in Bothell, itself a crumb by 

the Pacific, blue dot on the globe, fleck in the void. 

Tom clears his throat and his leg jiggles. 

“What’re you going to do with your life?” Tom says. 

“What’s that supposed to mean?” 

“Like careers.” 

“Why in the world, Tom, would you ask me that now?” 

“No, I don’t know, do you think about that, because I think about it all the 

time, and I’m not sure about the answer, like, my friend Sam’s going to study art, and 

I thought maybe I could do that for a second, like sketching or drawing, but then I 

bought an Artgum and a sketchpad and tried to draw Wanda, but she wouldn’t hold 

still, that’s how she is, and her nose came out crooked, and I was like, Wanda…” 

“Who’s Wanda?” I say.   

“My girlfriend.” 
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“You have a girlfriend?”  

Silence. 

Of course.  Tom’s skinny, and he has Mom’s eyes, but his have a darker tone, 

almost blueberry, like cut-out circles of summer sky. 

 “I can’t sleep,” Tom says.  “I kind of just want to go back to the hospital.” 

“Yeah.” 

“Like, maybe we could just sit with Dad and be with him.” 

“Let’s do it!” I say. 

For a second, we half sit up and stare at each others’ dim faces.  

“Surgery, didn’t that nurse say Dad’s in surgery, though, we couldn’t see him 

in surgery, and I wouldn’t want to see him there, not like we could--” 

“That’s true,” I say.  “Surgery.” 

We drop back down and burrow under the sleeping bag. 

“Isn’t Carlos a loser?” I say. 

“I dunno.” 

Silence. 

“Well, goodnight, see you later, tomorrow I guess,” Tom says. 

 “Night.” 

When Tom falls asleep, I ease out of bed and take the Levis to the bathroom.  

They won’t button. 

* 

After Mom’s told me, via phone, that Dad didn’t live post-surgery, the cops 

come, within the week, for Mom, then Tom, then me.  Actually, I go to them.  “It isn’t 
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so bad,” Tom had said.  “Not like detectives, alibis and all that.  More like a chat.”  

Whatever that meant. 

They arrange an interview in the Mount Vernon headquarters.  It’s doable, 

since Marcus gave me leave, indefinitely, although I’ll have to return.  Rent doesn’t 

pay itself.   “Nothing too involved,” Officer Shirley Jeffers promised, on the phone.  

“We’ll recompense gas.”   

Big deal.   

Anyway, I have to haul north on I-5 for an hour and a half, and I’m nodding 

off, so I crank the A/C, drop the windows, and pump Paid in Full: “I ain’t no joke, I 

used to let the mic smoke, now I slam it when I’m done and make sure it’s broke,” I 

scream and slap my head, sucking air until my ribs sing.   

Since visiting the hospital, I’ve pulled four all-nighters.  Involuntarily.  With 

each sleeping position, part of my body eventually throbbed: arm, neck, foot.  Late at 

night the imagination whines into high gear.  Sometimes I swore the mattress tilted 

like a vessel on high seas.  Twice, I thought someone plopped down heavily on the 

end of my bed, so I scrabbled up, hurling blankets. But, nope.  Until morning, I braced 

for the phone and ached.     

Now, after I pass Everett into Marysville, the land flattens, richly green, sugar 

maples and digger pines popping from the fields, low clouds choking the sun, the 

stench of cow and grass humming through the dashboard vent, but then rain starts.  

The Tulalip Casino blows by on the left, a smear of lights and cars.  I pull up the 

windows and then jerk the wipers on, but they just sort of smudge dirt around, so I 

have to swing over to the right and glare through the patina.  And I lower the volume, 
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focusing hard on a pickup just ahead.  When a sign looms I drop the window.  Frigid 

wind and water roar inside the car.  Silver Island Road.  Not quite there.  I whip the 

window up.   

If you let them, Northwest winters make you small and angry.  The homeless 

men lolling like cats in doorways, blanketed in wet newspapers; ubiquitous clouds; 

rusted bearings in your skateboard; cars endlessly washing past.  Winter gnaws and 

gnaws your insides until you’re so hollow that tiny things--dropped quarters, muddy 

shoelaces--feel like Armageddon.  “Cast all your cares upon Him because He cares for 

you,” my mom would say.  But Sandy recommends breathing.   In through the nose, 

out through the mouth, first sucking the stomach, then letting it go.  Once, while we’d 

held the lotus pose and closed our eyes, she lectured for ten minutes straight on a 

Times piece linking chronic depression to poor breath-technique.   

“Westerners breathe like they think,” Sandy said.  “Quick, shallow.”  She’s on 

a Buddha kick.   

Maybe you could breathe away insomnia.   

Finally, the exit looms: O’Leary Way. 

When I roll up to the Mount Vernon police station, it’s not what I’d expected.  

Just a shed with a couple cop cars parallel-parked on the street.  A huge pine tree 

curves over the edifice, weeping water. The Mount Vernon library, across the street, 

actually looks larger, and nicer.  There, a clerestory emerges from the first level, 

churchlike.   
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I park behind a cop car and trip out of the vehicle, snap my jacket hood up, 

then toddle through the open gate, lurching over a brown gutter stream with a Sprite 

can ambling through the eddies.  By the time I reach the porch, the rain’s stopped.   

A few seconds after I’ve pushed the bell, a skinny woman in uniform opens the 

door.   

“Shirley Jeffers, lead investigator,” she says, then grabs my hand and pumps, 

firmly.  One eye sags lower than the other and her nose cocks to the right.  But her 

eyes shine a nice river green.   

“Hello,” I say.  At the front desk, a man in glasses sits at a computer, typing.  

When we pass he salutes.  

We move to a tiny room in back.  There’s a table, with two chairs; I sit, but 

Officer Jeffers stays up.  “Would you like a coffee?” she says. 

“No thanks.” 

She sits.   

“You sure?  No charge, here.”  I nod. 

“Eddie, thank you so much making this trip,” she says, and reaches over to 

press my hand with hers.   

“Uh huh,” I say.  “So.  Questions?”   

Better to be quick.  This room cramps me 

“One or two.  But it’s usually better to talk in person, rather than over the 

phone.” 

“Sure.”   

 “First of all, I’m so sorry about your loss.” 
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“Thanks.” 

 “I’m not just saying that, now, don’t get me wrong.  I actually lost my own 

father to cancer eight years ago.  It was the hardest thing I’ve been through.”   

Her mouth stretches a wobbly smile, surely sympathetic in her mind.  Some 

pre-interview softening?  Is this for real? 

“I’m sorry,” I say, to be safe. 

She nods. 

“Anyway.  I’m going to try to be concise,” she says briskly, then leans across 

the table, clapping her hands down flat. “Your dad and his friend were discovered on a 

Skagit beach by a picnicking family, about an hour after the incident.  Since you 

weren’t actually there, this is partially a short informational meeting—encouragement 

that we’re trying, even if we’re a bit understaffed.” 

 “Okay,” I say.   

Wonderful.  Dad had to go and get himself shot in an under-funded precinct.  If 

it had been Seattle or Olympia, say--   

I don’t want to talk about my dad, I realize.  Why, again, did I agree to this? 

 “So when did you last speak with him?” 

 She tilts her head and gazes, unblinking. In this position, her nose seems 

straight, the rest of her features, not.  I close my eyes, breathe, but the only things I can 

focus on are the keys clacking in the other room, the smog of coffee in the air.   

 “Well, I was supposed to meet him at his house—but he didn’t show up,” I 

say. 

 “Did anything seem strange about the house?”   
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She procures a legal pad and cocks a pen. 

 I wheel back, in my mind, through the static and blips, the wash of trees and 

streets.  My squeaking car.  Bridge.  Tent billowing.  Climbing the driveway.  

Anything unusual?  Damned if I remember.  My brain feels sieve-empty. 

 “If there was, I missed it,” I say.  “Everything looked fine to me.”   

I jiggle my foot as she scratches at the paper.  Bad answer? Should I act 

elliptical, or spill my guts?  Silence seems practical, for expediency’s sake.     

 “Perfect,” she says, finally.  “Well, I should enlighten you about some things.  

Three months ago, another murder occurred in the area, and we think that it was 

caused by the same individual or group.  Unfortunately, we don’t have any evidence.” 

 “How do you know it’s the same guy?  Or lady, I guess?”   

 She sighs and rocks back in her chair, snapping her chin toward the ceiling.  

When she speaks again, it’s like she’s carefully reciting liturgy—clipped consonants, 

long vowels:  “It seems that, in both cases, an identical gun was used.  Unfortunately, 

all recovered cartridges are so fragmented and burnt, it’s impossible to determine the 

exact caliber of the gun. No evidence or physical clues.  From the patterns shown in 

our area records, we think it’s possible that this murderer is a transient or an 

immigrant.  Maybe someone from a camp.” 

 “A camp?”   

 “Migrant camp,” she says.  “Thousands of workers drift through here.  They’re 

hard for us to track since they fly way under the radar.” 

 “Great,” I say.  “So you can’t find this guy and he’s probably gone for good.  

Why couldn’t we do this on the phone, again?”  
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 Oops.  Lack of sleep puts me on edge.   

Slow down, I tell myself.  Equanimity.  Grace.  But Officer Jeffers just nods 

and smiles like I’ve proved some theorem, brilliantly. 

 “Like I said,” she says.  “I want to get to know you.  I’ll be working, and I’ll 

keep you posted.  Call me if you need to.”   

 “Okay.” 

 After I’ve said goodbye, pocketed my gas check, slipped her card into my 

wallet—loping back through the rain to my car, I decide, mid-stride, to swing by the 

library.  Just until the rain stops. 

 At first, I think I’ve stepped into a concert hall, but then I realize that the music 

blares through hidden speakers.  No violins in sight.  Aren’t libraries supposed to be 

quiet?  Index fingers to lips, old folks? 

The ground floor is a quaint carpeted room with a few high bookcases, 

crammed with volumes.  In the far right corner, a spiral staircase twirls through the 

ceiling and, straight across, an old woman bends over her desk, writing, shadowed by 

a long velvety painting of some Dapper Dan in a tunic.  When the door clicks shut, she 

looks up and smiles, then nods and sweeps her arm, like “help yourself,” and dips 

back to her writing.   

 I peruse.   

 Not much to see.  I heft through some 1960’s Picasso book.  Light on pictures, 

heavy on exposition.  Apparently Rembrandt was a big influence on the dude.  

Chiaroscuro, neo-renaissance, yawn, yawn, triple-yawn.  When I sit down on a reading 

stool with a Jewish painters’ volume, I get woozy.  One high irritating note rings 
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through my skull. Sparkling fields of light drift across the floor, and I can’t blink them 

away.    

Did the rain stop yet?   

On the way out, I thank the lady, and she shoos one hand, like with a fly, but 

she won’t look up. 

* 

Days blow by in a muck of water and leaves.  We fly to Los Angeles a few 

days before Dad’s funeral, November 15th.  That’s how Grandpa and Grandma want 

it, a burial with no cremation, according to Catholic creed, and it’s in Dad’s will, 

anyway: Ontario Public Cemetery. 

* 

He looks older in his coffin than I remember.  Also lighter.  Happier, 

somehow.  The eyes are shut, all the tension gone--his crow’s feet don’t show.  

Makeup?  His head peeks out like a chocolate egg, nestled in the pillow, and his chin 

wattles into his collarbone.  The tux is buttoned tight, and I can’t help but think about 

the hole underneath, around the pocketed kerchief.  Now, I should have flashbacks; 

that hand slapped me when I sneaked Rolos from the QuikStop, and there’s the knob 

in his nose thanks to a bar fight, and, here, his cheek dimpled when he smiled, but 

instead I’m thinking about the wound, and what Jeffers did with the cartridges.  Does 

she have a drawer in her office for bullets?  And what’s that spice in the air from the 

candles?  Nutmeg?  Pepper?   

Cinnamon.  
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I keep expecting Dad to come up beside me to look down at this wax guy in a 

box, and smile.  “Hey.  Who’s this poor fellow?” he’d say.  And when I turn around, I 

half-expect him to be seated up front, in the pews, next to Mom and Tom.     

Next to me stands Tío Carlos, and behind us, the rest of the relatives wait their 

turn.  There’s a penumbra of fear around Carlos that makes each pore on my face open 

like I’m on the edge of a secret.  It’s the way he smoothes his tie with one hand, clears 

his throat, arches a foot to itch his calf and glares up at the stained glass window—

Jesus in a robe, a dove on his shoulder, sacred heart ablaze, raising his hand with two 

fingers extended.  When Carlos the pusillanimous kneels in front of the coffin and 

signs the cross, I do the same, but like a baseball coach: left, right, down, up, moving 

so fast no one could know the difference.  How awful that I can’t feel the right way. I 

want to be noble and sad, the father’s eldest son, but I’m shaky like a kid with 

influenza.  While I crouch, I almost totter from the weight shift, so I shoot out a hand.   

The younger sons in the Bible were better under fire, anyway: think Isaac, 

think Abel, think David.  Older brothers were killers, drinkers, hairy fools who sold 

their souls for soup.  Even at the entrance to St. Mark’s when I’d signed the visitors’ 

book, my name came out slipshod.  Carlos signed right above me in elegant script.  

 “Great to see you again, Leo,” Carlos had said at LAX, when we’d met again 

at baggage claim.  “I’m sorry--Edward,” he said, and paled.  

As we drove down the freeway—Carlos and Grandma up front, Mom, Tom 

and me in back, I watched the rearview mirror, where Carlos’s eyes flickered over the 

road.  He never saw me, or if he did, I missed it.   
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At my grandparents’ house, they’ve been so serious.  When we’d visit as kids, 

during Christmas or Thanksgiving, my grandpa would be El Monstro de Frankenstein 

and chase us around the halls kicking his shoes out, just moaning, and we’d scream 

and bang into tables and dive under the king size to shiver and wait.  Even the Ontario 

sun seemed brighter, cleaner, and Tom and I climbed the orange tree near the 

driveway.  In the backyard, cats had twined the fence posts.  No cats now.  

Since we arrived two days ago, my grandpa just slumped in his armchair to 

watch Andy Griffith for hours while the air fattened with my grandma’s tortillas.  Mom 

mostly lurked in the guest room, but sometimes emerged from the depths to knit, 

skeins of yarn streaming from her like Lazarus’s bandages.  Tom was strangely 

subdued.  He planted himself on the cement porch with some book.  The Idiot.  

Appropriate for Tom, ha, ha.  So I, of all people, was left to ask Grandpa how his 

ankle was, where the grandkids went to high school, if our aunt still had the yarn store, 

for which he gave me one, maybe two words, like I’d asked too many damn questions 

and who was I again?  As if I’d chosen for my dad to take off fishing.  Then die.  And 

had been responsible for not filling the gap.    

Now, at Dad’s vigil, I’m just trying to kneel as long as Carlos.  Although I’ve 

just crouched, he’s fully on his knees, bent double, with his arms stretched and his 

head down.  Like a Muslim aimed for Mecca.  My ankles wobble and I plop down 

Indian style, then tilt my head, shut my eyes.  Sniff cinnamon.  There’s an ocean’s 

murmur of shuffling relatives behind me, some plashes of weeping, a breezy whisper 

here and there.  Moisture tickles the hairs on my arms, a fog of heat and breath.  What 

could Carlos be praying?  
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 Should I do it too?  Nothing comes.  Prayer, I’d decided long before, is more 

for the pray-er than the pray-ee, something to prepare yourself for something else, like 

stretching before exercise.  God, the dark part of yourself, who you tried to coax into 

light like a cat from under a porch.  Still, now seems the time to give prayer a go.  

God? I ask.  Dad?  No one’s around. 

When I try to force Dad into my mind, for propriety’s sake, I just see him 

crumpled in that bed, gaping.  Why would someone shoot him?  When we were kids, 

he’d bring fresh loaves to the park, just for ducks.   When I fell off my bike into the 

fence near our driveway, he eased the wire from my thigh and held my hand through 

the tetanus shot.  It feels like years since that we last went to El Cazador, even though 

it’s been what--three weeks?  Something’s popped in my head.  I’m all static.  As 

fallback, I breathe like I learned from Sandy.  Reverse breathing.  In through the nose, 

letting the lungs expand, then out through my mouth, pulling the ribs in.  Hold as long 

as I can--exhale, slow.   

My fingers relax around my knees.  I don’t notice that Carlos has left until 

Grandpa lays a hand on my shoulder.  “Are you finished, mijo?” he says. 

In the first row, I join Mom and Tom.  From here, the crowd around Dad’s 

coffin looks like crows crowding, pecking, stretching their necks and fluffing 

themselves.  A hum of clothes and voices, the cinnamon in the air.  Through the 

windows, palm trees wave in the church parking lot.  Some people hover by the pews 

and sip coffee.  Grandma Peewee chats with Carlos by a begonia.  When she leans into 

his shoulder he pets her hair.    
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Next to me, Tom sits stiff as death.  Cracking his thumbs in little wet pops 

until Mom slides her hand over his to stop the noise.      

The priest takes the podium.  Not a man in robes with a staff and a pope hat, 

but a normal short brown spectacled dude with a beard, in a suit with elbow pads.  

Earlier, he was pouring water into the coffee machine near the entrance.   

He clears his throat into the microphone, adjusts his glasses, shuffles some 

papers. 

“A short reading from Paul’s letter to the Corinthians,” he says.  “Behold, I tell 

you a mystery. We shall all indeed rise again: but we shall not all be changed. In a 

moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet.  For the trumpet shall sound 

and the dead shall rise again incorruptible. And we shall be changed--” 

So forth.  A picture springs to mind: a trumpet peal, Dad wending up toward 

the clouds in his tux with a pocket kerchief.  Jesus looms in the heavens like he does in 

the church window—a white guy, hand raised with fingers out, reeling Dad in.  

It’s hard to focus, because Tom keeps popping his thumbs, so I bump him with 

my shoulder and he quits.  

“The word ‘eulogy’ means ‘high praise,’” the priest says.  “And today, we’re 

gathered together in joyful memory and high praise of our brother, father, and friend, 

Leonardo Castillo Garcia.  This is certainly a time of mourning, but it’s also a time of 

celebration for a saved loved one who’s passed into the fold of our Heavenly Father--” 

 Someone grabs my shoulder.  I just about shoot through the roof, but it’s only 

Grandma Peewee. She presses something cold and stringy into my hand. 
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 “It was your father’s,” she whispers loudly.  I ease back.  “From his altar-boy 

days; he would’ve wanted you to have it.  I brought it for you, for right now: you’ll 

use it, sí?” 

 She disappears back down the aisle.  It’s a rusting rosary with blue beads and a 

cross, dangling.  I roll it in my hands as the priest blabs on. 

* 

We’re set to fly back the next day.  Pacific Coast Airlines: “Live free; fly 

Pacific Coast.”  Back at Grandma Peewee’s, everyone’s changed, showered, in 

position.  Tom outside with his book, Mom clacking needles in the other room, 

Grandma Peewee in the kitchen, slicing peppers for salsa, Grandpa in his armchair 

flipping back and forth from A Christmas Story to Jeopardy, and me on the couch, 

trying to look busy with a crossword.  The capital of Honduras?  Caracas.  No, not 

enough letters.  Today, Carlos is around, too. Even though he only lives a half-hour 

away, he’s spending the night, just to ship us to LAX come morning.  Every now and 

then, I shift, because the pocketed rosary digs into my thigh if I sit wrong.  And if I 

don’t look busy, things will get awkward, quick.  It seems like the best thing for 

everyone to do right now is look busy.  Like our boss might show up any minute.   

The sunshine through the dining room’s sliding glass doors is glaring, slicing 

table-leg shadows through the kitchen tile, lighting up Grandma Peewee’s red pepper 

jars, lined on the window sill, so they look like small vases of blood.  Heat lifts the 

open drapes off the floor.  Is it really September?  I’m burning in my sweater and 

jeans, but you won’t catch me dead in shorts.  I’ll suffer weird looks from Grandpa.  

Not that he’s a prime specimen with his chicken legs and flip flops.      
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And nothing happens.   

This is the sort of time where, if this were a sitcom, you might expect the 

family to band, to reminisce about our Leo—father, brother, son, and friend—to toast 

him with champagne, apple juice, listen to Linda Rondstadt, Garrison Keiler, play 

Monopoly, mumblety-peg, potato sack races, anything, but it’s some kind of Mad Max 

wasteland—everyone shuffling around and hoarding in the aftermath of some 

holocaust.  If Cameron were here, he would’ve made it happen. 

 “Let’s go find a parking lot,” he’d say.  “Isn’t there anywhere to skate?” 

“Nah, let’s just stay with the family,” I probably would’ve said. 

“What’s your malfunction?  Your dad wouldn’t want you scratching out a 

puzzle by the TV, all glum and shit.” 

“Nah, I’ll stay here,” I would’ve said. 

“It’s your party, buddy.  I’ll be outside when you’re ready.” 

God, I’m a downer. 

My bladder starts to ache, so I stand, and Grandpa keeps glaring forward into 

the screen. 

“Who is Cortéz?” says a contestant on the TV, and it’s the right answer so 

everyone claps, but my grandfather grunts and flips the channel.  A Christmas Story.  I 

automatically look around the room for Mom, but she’s still in hiding, knitting that 

sweater.  There’s one part she hates.  When the dad wins the sexy leg lamp and the 

narrator says something about “basking in the glow of electric sex.”  Oh man.  Most 

people think of Christmas as family time, but those people haven’t watched TV with 
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my mom.  It’s a miracle we could make it through A Charlie Brown Christmas.  I head 

for the bathroom. 

After I pee, I’m washing my hands and the door opens.  Tío Carlos.  “Oops,” 

he says.  “Excuse me.” 

“All finished,” I say.  “Go for it.”  He steps toward the toilet, like he’ll just go 

with me there because, heck, what’s some pee between relatives, but then he backs 

off. 

“I’ll just wait until you’re done.”   

 The door’s still open. 

As I dry my hands, it’s hard to know where to look: the towel, the mirror, 

Carlos?  And it feels wrong not to talk, but there’s nothing to say, especially since I’ve 

been trying to avoid this guy.  But with reason.  Even if I’d been perfunctory at the 

hospital, what kind of person goes AWOL for ten years.  Then, while his brother’s 

afterlife-bound, strokes his wife’s hair and whispers nonsense into her ear?  Sweetie, 

for God’s sakes!  In the presence of her two sons?  By his dying brother?    

Here’s what I’d like to know: where was Carlos on the morning of September 

23P

rd
P, 1999?  Jeffers needs to give this guy the third degree. 

As I’m tucking the towel back through its ring, the hairs on my arms lift.  He’s 

watching me.  Staring.  When I look at him, he snaps his neck down.  His scalp makes 

a white slash where his hair parts.   

“Edward,” he says.  “Would you be open to talking?”   

 Sirens shriek silently.  I steady myself. 

“About what?” I say.   
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“Well, you know.” 

“No.  What?” 

“Just some things,” he says. 

“Things?” I say.  “I don’t really want to have a conversationT Tin the bathroom.” 

“How about if we talk somewhere else?” 

“Well.” 

Then I’m broadsided by genius.  

 “Okay.  But you’ll have to buy me a drink,” I say.  Pure Cameron.  If someone 

ever demands something that you can’t do, demand something right back.  Make the 

guy sweat.  It’s useful, I promise. 

“Coffee?” 

“Harder.” 

“How old are you?” 

“Exactly twenty one.” 

“I don’t really drink,” Carlos says. 

“Then I don’t really want to talk.” 

“Huh.” 

 “Got to have standards,” I say, delighted. 

“You call that standards?” 

 “Them’s the rules,” I say. 

And then, what does he do, but agree.   

I’m speechless. 
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There’s a bar around the corner, he says, El Ciego.  The only condition’s that 

we tell Grandma we’re going for coffee.  My mom will be glad I’m socializing with 

the family.  Since she won’t. 

“Mind if I use the bathroom first?” he says, sarcastically. 

I step aside and usher him in with a flourish.  Maybe we should talk.  Maybe I 

could glean evidence for Officer Jeffers.  And outside of this house. It’s tough to get a 

word in here at Grandma Peewee’s, with all the television and trapped grief.   

* 

People think I’m late twenties, even thirties sometimes.  I don’t have angles, 

just curves, from chin to foot.  Fleshy people can seem ageless.  I’ve told the truth, that 

I’m nineteen, two years out of high school, and I’ve told the lie that I’m a thirty-year-

old manager of accounts.  They believe it all.  Or, at least, they don’t press the issue.  

Probably when my hair grays, I’ll have a harder time.  But by then I won’t need to 

sham. I’ll have slid from my flab like a butterfly and I’ll be a sleek silver guy with a 

nice watch and a wife, probably.  For now, the I.D. helps.  It’s something Cameron 

and I finessed from a Chilean grocery store with a money-exchange-slash-I.D. center 

in the back.  “Fake I.D., huh?” the cashier had said while ringing us up, and when I 

denied it, the dude hooted, gave me the card and slapped my back: “Go get em, 

amigo.” 

 But when I order a Bud, she doesn’t even ask for I.D.  It’s a she, a Mexican.  

Her head just tops the counter, and I’m not one hundred percent, but it seems she’s 

freckled around the eyes like Jeanette Bonaparte.  Who also had height issues.  The 

story on Jeanette--but Carlos cracks his fancy import, sips and looks at me mildly.   
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These Garcias.  All I’ve met are TV watchers, knitters, drink sippers, 

stumblebums, belly scratchers.  Our coat of arms is probably just an armchaired fat 

guy with a beer.  I down half my Bud, then swish it through my teeth, but Carlos stays 

quiet.  El Ciego’s cramped, sticky with furniture polish, salt, plants.   Below the clock, 

there’s a calendar with a naked lady in an Aztec headdress.  A snake curls her neck, 

and she hugs a man-sized Corona between her boobs.  The windows drool and vines 

crawl up the walls.  As for sitting, there’s just a bar with stools, a few square booths, 

and a dining table.  Some guy squalling something in Spanish, buoyed by guitar, horn, 

tuba, pushed through one crappy speaker on the wall.  And good lord, the heat’s 

tropical.  I slide my sweater over my head and knot it on my waist.  When I brace my 

feet against the stool’s lower bar, I can jam my lumbar up against the seatback and just 

see myself in the mirrored wall.  Not bad.  From the way the shadows fall, it’s hard to 

see if the flaps under my armpits are folds of cloth or fat.  I slide down, restive.  Carlos 

sips.  I sip.  We sip.   

Finally, I can’t stand it.   

  “Did you want to talk, then?” I say.  “Should we start?  Or--” 

 He startles and wildly rolls his eyes around the room.  I’ve finished my Bud, so 

I signal another.  The lady nods, moves to the taps.   

 Carlos talks Spanish to the woman, cuento or cono or something, and she 

jabbers back.  Then she talks more Spanish.  They’re staring at me. 

 “Oye Edward.  La señora te habla,” says Carlos. 

 “No puedo, eh, Spanish.” 
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 “You don’t speak Spanish?” he says.  I shrug.  Sorry.  My dad didn’t speak 

when I lived with him, and I took two years of French in high school, but je ne parle 

pas worth a damn.   

Carlos gibbers to the bartender, they both laugh, and then he turns to me. 

 “Leo didn’t teach you Spanish?” 

 “Well, uh, no.  Is she getting my beer?” 

 “I put it on my tab,” Carlos says, staring like a horn just sprouted between my 

eyes. 

 “Thank you.” 

 “Sorry.  I didn’t mean to embarrass you. I’m surprised, that’s all.” 

 “Sure.” 

 Silence.  

 “So.  How is your mom taking all this, Ed?” Carlos says.   

He circles the mouth of his beer with a thumb and looks at himself in the bar 

mirror.  My face heats like a spotlight swung on me.  Something warns me that his 

nonchalance is phony.   

 “I’m not sure,” I say carefully.  “Of course it’s ridiculously hard on her.  

Why?” 

 He swigs his beer, wipes his lips. 

 “I’m just worried about your mom, that’s all,” he says.  “That’s all I wanted to 

talk to you about.  Just make sure she’s okay, check up and stuff.” 

 “My mom?  What do you mean?” 
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 “Well.  Did you know that we used to be close?  Leo, your mom, and me?  It 

was like the Three Musketeers back in high school.  All for one, and that.” 

 “You were?” 

 “She’s such a special, special woman.  And I worry about her.” 

 His tone gives him away.  The curtain falls.   

It’s weird how an apt doubt can mature into epiphany.  Over time, you have 

these pops of light inside yourself—a glimmer here, a flare there—just enough that 

you think something might be growing, but the glimpses are small and rare, so you 

deny them.  You rationalize.  You bargain.  You rebuke.  And suddenly something 

snaps the light on and it’s there.  A hideous drooling monster.  And Carlos has flicked 

the switch, and I’m looking at this awful, mountainous truth, and I’m scared.  Carlos 

and Mom, together?  Is this realized or not?  

 Part of me wants to leap from the stool, sprint back, grab my mother and Tom, 

swipe Carlos’s car, break for the airport. 

 “I really should head back soon,” I say. 

 “What’s wrong?” 

 “Nothing.  I just don’t feel good, suddenly.” 

 “You’re the one who wanted the beer.” 

 “It’s not the beer,” I say. 

 “What is it?” Carlos says.  “Me?  Am I the deal, here?  You don’t want to talk 

to me.  You don’t like me.  Is that what this all boils down to?  First the hospital, now 

this?” 

 “I don’t know you.” 
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 Silence. 

 “Do you care about your mom or not, Edward?” 

 “Of course I do, that’s not--” 

 “Your dad didn’t care about her,” Carlos says.  “I mean, not really, when all’s 

said and done.” 

 “I should get going.” 

 “Hold on, boy.  I’m going to tell you something important.”  Carlos half rises, 

then nods hard once and sits down. 

 My stomach crawls toward my throat and I gulp to keep it inside. 

 “You listening?” Carlos says.  “Good.  Your dad did this to us, okay?  With the 

washing machine shop, Leo’s the one who changed his number.  You need to learn the 

difference between fact and overdressed opinion.” 

 “Washing machines?  What on earth are you talking about?” 

 Carlos laughs loudly.   

“Hell of an actor, your dad.” 

 “I don’t follow.” 

 “Give that dude an Oscar for best male lead.” 

 “I’m leaving,” I say, yanking my sweater over my head and disembarking from 

the stool.  “I can’t do this.” 

 “Can’t or won’t?” 

 “Both, I guess.” 

 “Hang on a second,” Carlos says.  “Let’s not be hasty.  Why don’t we talk, just 

man to man?” 
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 “Oh brother,” I say.  “I don’t know what you want from us, and I’m not going 

to help you.  All I know is my dad is--was a great guy.  The best.” 

 “Listen.  Your dad treated me like a dog.  I’m sorry about his death and all, my 

heart’s broken, sure, but you need to know the truth.  Shit, boy.” 

 His voice has a wheedle.  Disgusting.  How dumb does he think I am? 

 “I’m getting out of here,” I say.   

 And I do.   

When Carlos comes back to the house, ten minutes after me, I tense.  But he 

just glides to the kitchen to help Grandma chop peppers.  For a distraction, I hole up in 

the guest room and flip through my aunt’s old romance novels.  Destiny, Savage Sea, 

The Stolen Innocence of Rose McBride, Bosoms of Our Fathers.  Books about 

manhoods, breasts, thighs, pirates, patriots, everyone swelling and moaning.  Fun 

stuff.  Quite involving.  Tom pops in and sprawls on the bed near me, silent, with his 

book.  It’s good of him.  

 I love Tom, I realize.  Tom is my brother.  The idea, in its simplicity, almost 

makes me cry. 

 The next morning, Carlos stays quiet on the drive to the airport, but he gives 

me an exaggerated hug before we board, pulling me so I almost absorb him.  Then he 

does the same for Tom, then Mom.  Especially Mom.  Bleh.   

Tom and I half-heartedly tickle each other on the plane until Mom says shush. 

* 

            “Your uncle Carlos,” Officer Jeffers says, when she calls me back.  “Carlos 

Garcia.  Yes, I’ve talked with him.” 
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 “And?” 

 “Very eloquent.  Something on your mind?” 

 “He gave me some weird vibes.” 

   “I’ll tell you that he’s pretty clear.  But I’m not a liberty to say more.  

Confidentiality.” 

 “Oh, sorry, I just thought— 

 “Sure. But let me clarify something.  I’m investigating, here.  Unless it’s 

urgent, I’ll call you.  Okay?” 

 “Fine.” 

 “I’m sorry, that sounded harsh.  What I mean is, yes, we’ll be in contact.  But 

only when necessary.  I can’t leap to every tiny suspicion.  There’s also the safety 

issue, for you.” 

“You said I could call you.” 

”If you have to, Eddie, yes.  But not about ‘weird vibes.’  Make sense?” 

 “Sorry.” 

 “Don’t be.  Have a good night, okay?” 

* 

I can’t sleep.  A month ago, I could snooze on a dime, but now the radiator 

pings while I twist, trying to place my jaw, my legs, the pillow.  Even with three 

blankets, the cold stiffens each hair on my neck.  There’s a moment where I almost 

drift off, but when I get pumped that I’m falling asleep, I’m alert again.  In my head, I 

drop in on the mini ramp.  Whir, clack, clack, whir, the wheels on wood and steel.  
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Hours pass.  Or minutes?  Tomorrow, work; then class.  Cherkin should hand back 

projects.  Knowing that he’s read them makes my gut drop.   

My heart knocks off seconds.   

At one point I brace my foot on the floor to stop the feeling that I’m sinking in 

the gap where bed meets wall.  When I open my eyes, the Texaco sign blears through 

my ice-spackled window, separating into red spots, and Dad’s rosary makes a long 

bumpy T against the glass.  Why had I put the rosary there, again?  To catch the sun?  

Dad’s rusty rosary.  To think of the oil from his fingers corroding the links, clouding 

the bright jewels, all the sweat, the protein, the miles of DNA.  Through the window, 

Texaco light shines like ornaments. 

 What will Christmas be like this year?  Tom, Mom, and me, at Daisy’s Family 

Restaurant.  Oh, irony.  Life’s ugly baby.  

What if Dad were here this year?  Maybe this could’ve been a great time.  It 

could be like that last Christmas we’d spent with him as a family, the Christmas I got 

my horse skateboard. 

That year, after an autumn spent watching Search for Animal Chin, Cameron 

and I made a finger-prick pact to beg skateboards for Christmas.  Cameron’s family 

opened presents on Christmas Eve, and around 9:00, he called me on the phone, out of 

his mind with joy.  

Christmas morning, I snuck downstairs before anyone.  I sank into the couch 

and let the tree lights wash me red, blue, green, yellow.  Were any of the boxes 

skateboard-sized?  It was hard to tell, since my dad liked to slide stuffed animals and 
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wrenches under the wrapping to mystify shape.  I was still there when my parents 

came down. 

“Honey, how long have you been up?” said my mother, rubbing one eye with 

the heel of her hand.  She flipped the light.  In her bathrobe, blonde hair swept into a 

bob, she looked like the Queen of Sheba in my Picture Bible, descending from her 

carriage to greet Solomon.  As a girl, she’d been in Little Miss Los Angeles contests, 

and I’d pore through family photo albums, stunned by her dishy pageant gowns, her 

legs, thin as rose stems, the circlet on her forehead and the blossoms in her hair.  If she 

went to my school, would she have been my friend? I often wondered.  If we played 

soccer at recess, would she grab my hand and pull me away to kiss, in secret?  How 

did she become my mom?   

“I don’t know,” I said. 

My father followed, Tom in tow.  Dad also had a robe, but more of a monk’s 

frock.  Brown, billowing, holey.  “Morning Son,” he croaked.  “Merry Christmas.”  

Due to my dad’s skin and nose—which he’d broken twice--Cameron called my dad 

“Black Beauty.”  Not to his face.  Dad’s quiet, but who knows.  Still waters and so 

forth.  In high school, Dad wrestled.  I saw him in the albums.  Thin, dark and 

snarling, sheathed in spandex overalls, his hands clawed, poised to grapple.  When 

Tom broke a window with his elbow during lava tag—a miscalculation in a leap from 

chair to sink--Dad cracked a wooden spatula on Tom’s tailbone.  Eye for an eye, crack 

for a crack.   

 “Let’s see what the Santa Mommy brought!” said my mother.   
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My mother had re-invented Santa.  Presents, like little brothers, came from 

Mommy.   

My dad rolled his eyes at me.  I tried to smile at Mom, arch an eyebrow at Dad, 

and then glower at Tom.  “Stockings!” chirped Tom.   

We stripped the stockings from the tree and dumped them on the floor.  Dad 

had one, too, but Mom didn’t until that year, since Dad thought stockings were dumb 

and wouldn’t fill hers.  And who filled her own stocking?  “Socks are for feet, not 

food,” Dad had said last year.  Which had led to an argument while Tom and I huddled 

by the presents, which led to a tense unwrapping, which led to Tom crying in his eggs 

at breakfast, which embarrassed my father into a bike ride.  Maybe that’s why Mom’s 

stocking was stuffed that year.   

Tom and I poured ours on the floor.  There were sesame-seed chews; three all-

natural licorice bars, an orange, an apple, a large honey-sweetened candy cane.  I 

nibbled at my apple, but Tom ripped open his candy cane and bit a chunk off. 

 We turned to see what Mom and Dad had found.   

“Oh--a pocket Bible,” said Dad.  

“It has your name on it,” said Mom.  “Look.”  When she rose to her knees and 

leaned over to trace, with the tip of her finger, Dad’s gold-embossed name, the collar 

of her robe sagged.  On the convex arc of her milk-white left breast were three 

freckles, like Orion, and I turned and pretended to sift through my treats.  Rolled the 

apple over the orange, the orange over the apple. 
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“Neat, wow, great,” said Dad.  “What’d you get?”  He smiled like he was in 

pain.  My mom sank back down and poured.  The air tightened.  Next to me, Tom 

rustled through his candy, too.  

 “Oh, the perfume is so nice, dear,” Mom said.  “But these tickets.  Do you like 

opera?” 

“No, but I know someone who does,” Dad said. 

“Oh honey!  Don’t do it for me.”   

“Take the stupid tickets.  Jesus is martyr enough for today.” 

“You’d come with?” Mom said. 

“So!” Dad said, clapping Tom on the shoulder.  Loud and bright like a Ford 

commercial.  “How about those presents?”   

“Yeah!” said Tom, and sat on his hands, rocking back and forth.  “Big ones 

first.” 

Dad passed me a long one with a bow.  It looked about right, except for the 

lumpy “L” shape.  I hefted it to one shoulder.  Something big rolled and shifted.  

Skateboard?  With my nails, I tore through the paper, and one of Tom’s big teddy 

bears fell out.  A cardboard box remained, about my arm span’s length.   

“Hey!” said Tom.  “Dad, that’s Farley!” 

“It’s for a good cause,” Dad said.   

I yanked the box apart.  

Skateboard! 

The grip tape scratched my palms as I flipped it to the underside.  The wheels 

whirled.  There was a horse.  Galloping, buried to his shoulders in corn, the sun 
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washing red through the sky.  Framed in a circle like a portrait.  The backs of my eyes 

stung.  Too beautiful.  It was all I could do not to burst through the sliding glass door 

to scour the snow-drowned streets, breathlessly, for a dry patch.  I held myself still. 

Christmas night, in the basement, sitting on the pad of my father’s weight 

bench, I called Cameron.  His first question: 

“What kind of board?”  

“It has a horse, and a cornfield, and the sun, and it’s like an old portrait—“ 

“No, but what brand.  Powell?  Vision?  What.” 

I smoothed my palm over the slick underside, searching.  On the other end, 

Cameron’s mouth smacked wetly.  He always ate on the phone, so I usually had to 

hold the phone about an inch from my ear.  Whenever I told him how it bothered me, 

he laughed and chewed louder 

“Doesn’t say the brand.” 

“Sure it does.” 

 “Nope.” 

“Then your parents bought it at Big 5.” 

I squeezed the phone’s neck until the plastic seam bit into my palm.  

“So what if they did?” 

“Well,” said Cameron.  “Here’s so what, dicklick.  Do you want your board to 

last a week or a year?  Big 5 uses cheap glue, and your plywood’s just gonna peel 

apart.  Is that what you want?” 

“No,” I said.  “But how would you know it’s a Big 5, nincompoop?  Ninny?” 

Silence. 
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“Nancyboy?” I said.  I clean snatched that one from Merriam-Webster.   

After a few seconds, Cameron glumphed, froglike.  Static crackled the 

receiver; then he sighed dramatically.  

 “Well, there’s no brand, right?  Your trucks don’t say anything, your wheels 

don’t either, and your board just has a picture?” 

 “Yeah.” 

“It’s a Big 5.” 

That night, as I brushed my teeth, Dad came to the bathroom with Tom.  For 

some reason, around his fourth birthday, Tom had started to hate peeing—it slowed 

him down, he said.  He’d wait until the last minute before drenching his pants, mid-

dash.  After a couple months of this, Dad started forcing Tom into pre-emptive pee 

sessions, nightly.  Which meant I had to listen to Tom wail.  We all did. 

 “Merry Christmas” said Dad, as Tom stood there, crying, peeing, his pants 

around his ankles and the little brown globes of his butt shining. 

“Thanks,” I said. 

“You get everything you wanted?” 

“Yes, thanks.” 

“Your mother and I want you to be happy; you know that?” he said.  “Do you 

understand?” 

Looking back, I see that my dad was apologizing, in his way.  “I want you to 

be happy” meant that—even though I’m going to do all this painful stuff, it’s for the 

best, somehow.  Like peeling out an ingrown.  Brace yourself, son.  This may hurt a 

little.   
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It’s like that Bible verse that I memorized when I was eight.  “Who shall 

separate us from the love of Christ?  Shall trouble or hardship or persecution or famine 

or nakedness or danger or sword?”  Romans something or other.  Or Acts.  One of 

those Apostle Paul pain-makes-you-stronger football-coach verses.   

Now, I jolt up in bed.  A door slams outside.  Some woman screams, then 

laughs.  Feet boom up the outer staircase.  I arch to see the clock.  2 AM.   

In the window, Dad’s rosary.  

 For the first time ever, I count sheep.  Literally.  Mine are as big as houses, 

fluffy and bloated.  Sheep as parade float.  When they reach the fence, they trample it 

down.  Not so relaxing.   

* 

“Well, I’m laughing because I know you’re not serious,” I tell her. 

“I’m serious.” 

“You’re not.  You can’t be.  I know you.” 

“It isn’t my decision.” 

“It’s completely your decision,” I say.  “Whose decision could it be?  Let’s 

think about this, here.” 

“God’s.” 

“God’s,” I say.   

My eyes shrivel in their cavities.  I blink and sip coffee.  My third cup.  Mom 

ordered a Reuben, and the cheese and onions smell so acrid that I’m turning my face 

so I only catch it in one nostril.  I haven’t been too hungry; I’m just drinking.  In the 

glass behind Mom, her face reflects from the glass behind me, ad infinitum, her eyes 
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raccooned, her mouth a dead line, her hair smashed into a band.  We have the booth 

with a triptych of right-angled sheet mirrors.  When I touch her hand, it’s cold, like 

waxworks.  

As I clap her hand between my own and rub, I bloat with love. I want to chafe 

the feeling back.  I want her to see.  I want to change her mind with my hands, but she 

keeps her face down. 

 “You’re not going underground,” I say.  “Never mind God.” 

 Silence. 

“Are you serious?  You thought the idea was ridiculous.  Remember?  You told 

me they couldn’t fire you because you knew computers?  Right?” I say.  My toes go 

numb, and I curl them in. 

“Does Carlos know?” I say, to test. 

For a moment, she freezes.   No reaction.  Then, she plants her chin in her 

hands and swings her eyes to mine, burning, glorious: “You, yourself, will bear 

witness to it, son.  Everyone will.  The people will cry out.” 

“What?” 

“Read the book.  It’s no secret.  Everything’s there.  The people will cry out.  

All who dwell in the land will wail at the sound of the hooves of galloping steeds.” 

Her voice swells:  “Israel will be redeemed…a divine space that transcends all 

time…a place that is both timeless and eternal”—it comes in snippets, because a frog 

scrabbles in my throat and I pull my arms back down so quick I hit my coffee.  It 

dribbles down the mug and pools.  Sure, Mom quotes, but not like this.  For a second, 

I expect her to crack up, like she’s joking, but her mouth stays clammed.     
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“Mom?  Are you listening to yourself?  Seriously.” 

“You’ll understand,” she says, and strokes my cheek quickly with a knuckle.  

“Every knee will bow, every tongue confess.” 

“All right, not so loud.” 

“I know you think it’s crazy.” 

“I don’t think you’re crazy, but I don’t think you’re in the right place to make 

this choice.” 

“You think I’m crazy.” 

“I don’t know about that, but you sure aren’t making sense.” 

“Honey, the funny thing is, I’ve never seen things so clearly.  I’m looking 

down from this high place, like a mountaintop, and everything is so small.  We’re 

living in a scary time.  What looks like wisdom is foolishness, and what looks like 

foolishness is wisdom.  You know about the Y2K bug?  How everything’s about to 

fail?” 

“Well--” 

”The computer is an extension of human pride, honey; it’s our Babel.  We’ve 

built 

this tower so high, but we forgot the cornerstone.  That cornerstone is Jesus.  You 

see?” 

 “Why is this the first time I’ve heard this from you?” 

 “Your father,” Mom says.  “Was a proud person.  I married a non-believer, and 

I paid the price.  I don’t care who hears me!  Oh, how the mighty have fallen!  Don’t 

tell me to calm down, it has to be said.” 
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“I didn’t tell you to calm down--” 

“It took me a long time to realize these things,” Mom says loudly.  “Way, way, 

way too long.  I tried to love him, and he left me.  Then, you know.  Live by the 

sword--this century is headed for a violent end, and I want to be there for it in the 

company of Christian brothers and sisters, rejoicing.  Come quickly Lord Jesus!  Are 

you willing to say that, Eddie?  I know that my sons don’t agree—why should they?--

but God’s changed my heart over the past week, he’s changed Carlos’s heart, and I’m 

asking that he’ll change yours, too.  I’ll continue praying, from my heart of hearts, that 

you’ll choose to come.”      

“Carlos’s heart?” I say. 

Silence. 

“Carlos’s heart, Mom?  Explain that.  How has Carlos’s heart been changed?” 

She smiles at me and wipes her eyes. 

Jumping Jesus H. Christ on a pogo stick.  Surely, this is a dream.  A 

nightmare!  I’ll wake up swimming on my floor.  But, no.  At the table next to us, an 

old man peers over his newspaper through his bifocals, and when he sees I’ve caught 

him, he looks down and clears his throat, then snaps his newspaper stiff. 

“Honey, would I let you down?  Do you trust me?” 

“What are you talking about?”  

Silence.  Her eyes burn my face, but I can’t look.  Above the doorway hangs a 

clock.  My lunch break’s almost over.   

“Look.  I’d better head back to the skate park,” I tell her. 
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 “I asked you a question.  Do you think I’d let you down?” 

 “I don’t know what that means,” I say. 

The park’s almost empty—three truant junior-high kids trying to 50-50 the 

knee-high box by the entrance, which, for two of them, is impossible, since they can’t 

even ollie, just sort of throw their feet at the metal edge and then leap away, their 

skateboards rattling across the cement.  But the third kid, who’s jammed a beanie 

down to his eyebrows, springs up, glides on the metal, then leaps off and rolls away, 

easy.  Nosegrind, backside tailslide, no problem.  And this guy’s Gandhi thin, in jeans 

and running shoes.  A real superstar.  The best skaters will wear what they want—

sweatbands, flip flops, flannel shirts, Dockers--the others will follow that herd of 

Muska clones, with their shoes and jerseys, bailing half-baked nollie flips.  There’s 

that part in Welcome to Hell where Jamie Thomas boardslides a rail, barefoot.  

 On overcast winter days like this, the equipment booth burns like a meat 

freezer. I tug my sweatshirt’s hood over my ears before I lay down flat.  Close my 

eyes.  When my heart throbs, I can feel my eyeballs pulse wetly into their lids.  My 

grandparents on Mom’s side both died in the same car accident soon after I was born.   

Would I call them, now, if they were around?   

“I know this sounds weird,” I’d say.  “But I think my mom’s taking my Dad’s 

death hard. I mean: hard.  Could you talk to her?  She’ll listen to you.” 

But would she?  My brain curls into a pipe.  Wheels whir, far away, metal 

shrieks, children swear.  Would Tom know what to do?  He’d want to hear about it, at 

least.  
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Then again.  How bad could it turn out if she spent New Year’s down there?  

Maybe it would be just the shock she needs.  Let’s say January 1P

st
P dawns and the 

congregation climbs from the ground, blinking, to open fields, empty skies.  No Jesus, 

no horsemen.  Boy, they’ll feel stupid.  If Mom won’t listen to reason, maybe she’ll 

hear fact.  He who has ears, let him hear.  She told me that. 

Still.  Do I want my mom down there with that batch of nutjobs?  Who knows 

what they might brew up in the dark, in some heat of panic?  Or, what if Y2K actually 

does cause some damage.  Say a helicopter’s system fails, or two helicopters, or a 

whole fleet of them, and they whirl down and screw into the mud.  There’s only a thin 

layer between air and earth.  Buried alive.  

Or what if nothing happens, but Farnsburg won’t let his flock come up?  They 

run out of supplies and then try to eat each other.  Some Waco-type deal.  If our 

country learned anything from Koresh et al, it’s this: don’t let a bunch of crazies lock 

themselves down.  If they do get put away, let someone else do it.  Think prisons, 

think asylums, think institutions.  Bottom line.  Don’t let loonies write the rules. 

If I’d known that Dad was going fishing--if I’d also known that there were 

crazies out there, murderous crazies, apt to shoot people--I would’ve done something, 

right?  Right?  

My lower neck muscles bunch, like cramps.  I knead it out. 

Then pretend to watch myself.  Eidolon style.  In my mind, I slip from my 

body toward the ceiling and then pan across the park, where I lay in my booth, like the 

pill bugs we’d catch in jars during recess.  For fun, I wiggle my limbs.  

Maybe I could drift off here.  
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I breathe in through my nose.  Extend the arms to the sides, palms open.  

“Holding two mountains,” Sandy calls this one. 

The booth’s door bangs.  I drop both mountains, jump up to investigate.  The 

kids want to return their pads.  Their parents have arrived and they’re in trouble.  

Oops.  Back-to-school time.  I sneak down the ladder to see them all load in a 

minivan.  Then, I’m completely alone for a while, so I heave myself up the pyramid 

and sit cross-legged against the funbox, breathing hard, until Marcus comes back. 

And of course, there’s an accident on I-5 northbound, so I swing into the 

school parking lot very late.  “You okay?” Cameron asks, when I slip into my seat.  I 

nod and grimace, surreptitious.  Up front, Cherkin does the death glare.   

At the end of class, Cherkin hands back our sitcoms, and I slip mine into my 

folder, face down.  Maybe later.  Cameron catches my shoulder on the way out.  “You 

and I are definitely making plans tonight.”  

“I’m not really in the mood.” 

“What I mean is, I’ve already made plans for us?” Cameron says.  “It’s 

mandatory?  We’re going to see The Talented Mr. Ripley.” 

“Who’s we?” 

“Me, Jenny, from Calculus--”  His eyebrows wiggle.  “And a friend of hers.  

Rumor has it she’s a cutie.”  

“Man,” I say.  “I can’t.” 

“What’s wrong?” 

“You’re kidding.” 

“It’ll be good for you.” 
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“Nah.” 

“Is it about--you know.” 

You asshole, I think.   

 “Yes.  Well, a bunch of stuff.  You know.” 

If Cameron hears about Mom’s new plan, he might just have a field day.  

That’s too much, he’ll say, you’re shitting me.  You’re fucking shitting me.   

“Want to talk about it?” 

Then again, Cameron’s been different around me.  Who can blame him?  

“Sorry about your family” just sounds stupid; “I understand” sounds like a lie.  Death 

can sure shut people up.  Still, I feel sour, like I expect him to know how to act.  

Which I do.  Unfair, sure, but feelings don’t second guess.  They just are.  Cameron 

dropped by the park a couple days ago and acted cheerful, extra charming, back slaps 

galore, a nipple tweak for good measure.  When I pulled a trick (not easy, half-asleep) 

Cameron just about popped his jugular, yelling.   

“Talk about what?” I say, starting down the hall.   

Slapping feet.  He strolls next to me easily with his long legs, and he wags his 

head. 

“You know.  Hey.  I’m so sorry,” he says. 

“Yeah.” 

“What do you say to something like that?” 

“Thanks.” 

“I’ve been wanting to talk to you, but I don’t know how.  You know?  I don’t 

want to—well, ruin--” 
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“Yeah,” I say.  “It’s okay but not, you know.  Who knows what to do, right?” 

Silence.   

“Come out with us, dude,” Cameron says, suddenly cheery as a Bubblemint 

Twin, stopping to lean his shoulder against the door frame. 

Something in me gives.  I’m dead--corporeal jelly--so tired I could melt down 

through the floor in a mess of arms and guts. 

“What time?” I say.  

“Atta boy!  I’ll come by with a carload of babes around 7:00, okay?  Babes!  

Get ready.” 

* 

I worry about groups with Cameron.  For example, one summer, right before 

junior high, I tried to reinvent myself.  But since Cameron came along, it didn’t work.  

It was Wild West theme at Camp Cavanaugh during Junior Boys Week, and, at the 

store—which had been renamed “Hank’s Hitchin’ Post”—wide-brimmed straw hats 

went on sale for three dollars, so everyone snatched one up.  To get in the mood, 

you’d yank a wild flower from the patch around the log benches, snap off the head, 

slide the bare stem through your front teeth, and then stroll around like that: grinning, 

slinging spit.  Just push your tongue into the stalk’s butt to make it waggle.  True 

cowboy stuff.  One kid in my cabin, Paul, even tore a dead limb off a tree and, with his 

Swiss Army knife, carved this lovely rifle.  Stock, barrel, sight, even a trigger.  With a 

piece of rope, he strapped it to his back, and then bumbled around the trails, pulling 

his rifle on squirrels.  Which turned out to be a mistake, since Director Mike 
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confiscated it pretty quick, along with the knife Paul used to make it.  No weapons of 

any sort at Camp Cavanaugh, not even pretend.   

 After lunch, there’d be a game, and on the first day, it was Capture the Flag.  

Shirts and skins.   

Cameron, me, and the rest of our cabin were skins and, when my shirt came 

off, it felt weird.  Not the sun on my back or the breeze pulling my nipples hard or the 

way the branches whipped my stomach as I bounced through the forest trails with my 

cabin mates, ducking behind trunks and bounding over stumps, but all the young, 

white skin around me, sweating and brushing past, the great, shining swath of meat 

pushing through the forest, and me, the lone stain.  When you go to Christian summer 

camp, at least in Washington, expect white people.  I’ve never been dark like my dad, 

but come winter, my skin flushed yellow, and in the summer, I browned.  As we 

crouched behind a heap of mud, peering over enemy territory, one kid said “Are you 

Indian?” 

 “What?” I said. 

 “Like Thanksgiving Indian?” 

 “He’s a Mexican,” said Cameron.  “From Mexico.  Sombreros and stuff.  You 

know, nachos?” 

 “No I’m not,” I said.  “I just get tan in the summer.” 

 “So you’re Mexican?” said the kid. 

 “White.” 

Something hard and righteous swelled inside me, and I said it, “I’m white.”  

Then, I broke over the hill, ignoring Cameron’s yell, sprinting so fast that the wind 
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hurricaned my eardrums.  I tackled the flag, dug a mud-spraying U-turn and slammed 

into a stocky shirt who took the flag back, then hauled me to jail, and when  

Cameron came, ducking and whispering, I sat on a stump and wouldn’t leave. 

* 

When I squeal up to the complex in my Civic, two things happen.  The first is 

that Cameron’s Mustang already fills my space, swung at a jaunty angle, empty but 

running.  White globs puff out the tailpipe and dissipate.  So I have to park by the 

YMCA on 15P

th
P, and when I jog up, panting a bit, on fire from the cold, he’s planted on 

the outside stairway with four girls.  Strangers, all.  My hands clench tight and I zip 

up.  The coat I have is the faux fur.  Somehow, I’m not mad at Cameron, but—I 

realize--a little miffed that Katie didn’t show up.   

Two of these girls have blonde hair, long coats, and handbags, the third wears 

glasses and a flannel shirt, and the fourth looks like a Japanese tourist, with pink 

sneakers and bleached hair.  When Cameron sees me, he springs up, and the second 

thing happens.  I remember Tom.  He should know about Mom.  If they haven’t 

already talked, that is. 

“Hey fucker,” Cameron says.  Artificially loud.  The blondes giggle and the 

other two smirk at each other.  When I approach, he pats my belly.  “My best buddy 

Ed,” he tells the girls.  “Ed--Jenny, Lizzy, Mims, Carol.”   

“Hi,” I say.  “Look, I’ve got to make a call.  I’ll be back.” 

“No time,” Cameron says.  “We’ve got twenty minutes.” 

“Right, right back.  It won’t take very long.” 

“Are you kidding me?  There’s no time.” 
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“It’s important.” 

Cameron holds up one finger for the girls; then we walk.  When we reach the 

gas meter, he stops, so I stop. 

“Are you ok, buddy?” he says. 

“Yeah, just some family stuff.” 

“An emergency?” 

 How could I answer?  No? Maybe?  That’s the problem. 

 “If you need to make a call, you go ahead,” Cameron says. 

“Well,” I say. 

“Seriously.  No questions asked.” 

“Thanks.” 

“It’s up to you,” Cameron says.  “I can tell the girls.” 

Hm.   

Didn’t expect that.  Something softens Cameron’s face.  He even touches my 

neck for a second, then shakes my shoulder.  I can’t look at him.  My right foot 

nuzzles toward my left foot like a shy lover.  Cameron did it for me, this movie night.  

Kind of crude, awkward, but still.  Sweet? 

“I could call afterward, I guess,” I hear myself say. 

He stares hard.  “You’re sure now, buddy?” 

“Sure.” 

“I want what you want.” 

 “Movies are how long?  Hour and a half?” 

“Something like that.” 
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 I brush off a vague prickle of urgency in my skull.  Tom probably knows 

already.  Bet I’ll have twelve messages when I get home, all dial tones.   

 When we pile in the Mustang, Cameron makes sure I sit in back.  He catches 

my eye in the mirror and winks.  Two girls share the passenger side, and I’m wedged 

against the left window, with the girl in the flannel shirt, middle, her thigh in mine, 

and the other blonde flanking, right.  Maybe this would’ve been exciting three weeks 

ago.  Now, it’s kind of a drag, like riding on the bus with your biology class for a field 

trip.  We jounce up 45 P

th
P, past Dick’s Drive In into Wallingford, the Mustang throbbing 

with “Tearz,” Cameron and the girls shouting--over the music—the loud music—loud, 

too loud--her thigh jiggles mine—did I need to do something?--oh, I set my cheek on 

the seat and close my eyes for a second, just one moment, forty winks—but the car 

jerks to a stop.  We’ve stopped for a crosswalk blocked by a moving line of children, 

holding hands, sidestepping across the street with backpacks slung over shoulders.  

After they’ve passed, an old lady in a vest waves us on.  When Cameron hits the gas, 

my neck snaps back.  I’m awake, okay, I’m awake.  I remember.  Mom must be back 

in the office.  

After the police phoned Tom, he called me, at 3 AM.  Obstacles like sleep, 

propriety, homework, Wanda, notwithstanding.  And I’m ditching for a movie?   

By the time we’ve parked in Bartell’s, across from the Guild 45 P

th
P, I feel like a 

real sonofabitch.  At this point, the girl in the Flannel shirt—Carol, she’s telling me, 

her name’s Carol--is talking, but we’re dodging across the street toward the marquee, 

so it’s hard to pay attention.  Before I know it, we’re lined up, Cameron in front, 

shuffling through his wallet. 
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 “So how do you two know each other?” Carol says.  Her voice surprises me.  

Light and pretty as a cloud. 

 “Cameron and me?  Whoops.” 

 Whoops since it’s my turn.  “Five dollars,” says the cashier.  I fumble for my 

wallet.  But before I whip it out, Cameron dances over and slips something in my 

pocket.  It’s a movie pass.  “This one’s on me,” he says, then whacks my stomach.   

 “Oof,” I say. 

When we find our seats, Carol sits by me, then Mims, the tourist, Cameron and 

the blondes.  We’re right up front, so we have to sproing the chairs back and gape up.  

Not ideal.   

A preview’s going. 

First, strands of clouds part to reveal a bird’s-eye shot of the sea with an island 

wedged inside.  Tinkling piano.  It’s that Moby song from Play, the one where he 

yelps out “yeah…woman!”  This song is omnipresent.  Commercials from McDonalds 

to Evergreen Retirement Homes; even some 411 skate vids.  Boring.   

The screen goes black.  Then, in white: “somewhere on this planet.”  Quick 

glimpse of the island in the sea, from a distance, reddened by a rising or setting sun.  

 Black screen.  In white text: “it must exist.”  

 Techno-ish drums kick in, with a floaty electric keyboard and trickles of 

piano, Moby yapping his “yeah…woman,” and there’s a streetscape with a Buddha 

lying on his side and taxis whipping by.  Then, DiCaprio himself, shouldering his bag 

down the street, clearly in awe, a stranger in a strange place. 

  Japan?  Hawaii?  Thailand? 
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“Where is that,” Carol breathes. 

“Somewhere in Asia, right?” I say.     

Then, a quick flash of the island again, and the camera zooms down on the 

island from above, like a landing plane, plunging into water and grass.  Cut to Leo 

sprawled on his side, indolent, chatting with some Hollywood dude, hair all spiky, 

who’s talking about some mythical, hidden beach.  “Dude, people say this crazy 

island’s out there, just waiting to be discovered,” or something.  And suddenly, Leo’s 

kissing someone underwater as bubbles shoot upward, more chattering, people 

dancing, a map.  Then, Moby fades.  The music gets dark and sparse, quick scratches 

and swipes, zizzing claws and saws, erratic.  Think Ford factory, think Auschwitz, 

think “Pit and the Pendulum.”  Suddenly everyone has guns, knives.  An explosion 

almost peels my scalp.  People leaping violently through blue water, thrashing and 

gulping.  Leo is half-naked, crawling on his hands and knees through a wooden fort, 

rag tied on his head, knife poised to stab someone.  So thin, ivory white, pissed off, 

very dramatic.  What a hero.  Maybe if I were twiggy and pale…   

“THE BEACH,” screams the text.  “COMING SOON, ONLY IN 

THEATERS.”    

The girls to the far right giggle, but I can’t see what about.  Too dark.  Carol  

brings her mouth so close that her breath dampens my ear canal:  “Won’t be seeing 

that one.” 

“Yeah, ha ha,” I say.  

 In my jeans, I puff against my will.  Staccato bursts of blood in secret.  To 

counteract, I lay my right leg across my left knee, very professorial.   
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Oh, the graded sitcom!  I’d left it in my car.  There’s an impulse to lean across 

the girls and ask Cameron about his, but I nip it.  The movie has started.  When my 

bulge shrinks, I plant my feet and settle back. 

“I’m actually really excited,” Carol whispers. 

 “Yeah?” I say.  She nods her head, eyes glittering. 

“I mean really.” 

“Ha ha,” I say. 

“God, I love Matt Damon,” Carol says in my ear.   

I set my leg back up. 

Matt’s face fills the screen and then his voice: “If I could just go back.  If I 

could rub everything out.  Starting with myself.  Starting with borrowing a jacket.” 

If I could just go back. 

What a way to start.  Gets your attention.  But does it make you care about this 

guy?  I mean, what’s the point of regretting something, anyway?  Isn’t it like a baby 

grabbing sunbeams, a cat swatting motes?  “Therefore, do not worry about tomorrow, 

but let tomorrow worry about itself,” my mom would say.  Lilies of the field, 

sparrows, all that.  It must hold true for the past, too.  

 I close my eyes and let the theater’s weight settle: the bass-y dialogue and 

violins, the ripe butter in the air, the chair-arms under my wrists.   

And drop through levels of myself.   

When I wake, something’s on my lap, pressing and crouching and rubbing like 

a giant friendly spider, and I’m warm all over.  “Ah!” I scream, half standing up and 
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smacking at my crotch.  For a second, my father’s face is in my lap.  The people in 

front of us spin to glower through the dark.   

“Jesus,” Carol says, holding her forearm against her chest. 

‘Oh no!  What?” I say.  “Ah—” 

“Jesus,” she says, and she stands up, brushes past, up the aisle.  The lights pop 

on and everyone’s staring, blinking. 

“Are you guys okay?” says one of the other girls.  “Where did Carol go?” 

“Yeah,” I say.  “I think so.  Sorry.”  I’m sweating like I ran two blocks.  What 

happened?  Dad, in my lap? 
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